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I! PREFACE

i The NASA ACTS Experiment Program Manager, NASA Headquarters (EC),
Washington, DC, has directed the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences (ITS)

to provide technical support and guidance on end-to-end system performance

experiments of the Advanced Communications Technology Satellite. This report

covers Task i of this project and represents a joint effort with the internally

funded ITS advanced satellite study program. This report is concerned with the

application of American National Standards X3.102 and X3.141 to advanced

satellites as a means of quantifying their end-to-end system performance.

Administrative and technical monitoring of this study was performed by

Mr. Ronald Schertler of NASA-LeRC.
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SUITABII,ITY OF ANSI STANDARDS FOR

QUI.,NTIFYING COMMUNICATION SATELLITE SYSTEM Pi_,FORNANCE

Robert D. Cass*

This report details a study on the application of American National
Standards X3.102 and X3.141 to various classes of communication

satellite systems from the simple analog "bent-pipe" to NASA's Advanced

Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS). These standards are

proposed as a means for quantifying the end-to-end communication system

performance of communication satel]ite systems. An introductory

overview of the two standards are given followed by a review of the

characteristics, applications, and advantages of using X3.102 and

X3.141 to quantify the performance these classes of communication

satellites. The report concludes with a description of the application
of these standards to ACTS.

Key words: ACTS; American National Standard; baseband switching; DAMA; digital

commueication: ISDN; system performance measurement; SS/TDMA; TDMA;
users

i. INTRODUCTION

It has been argued that communication satellites are losing their monopoly

in the long-haul transmission market (Byrne, 1985). With the day-by-day

increase in optical fiber cable miles and long-haul communication providers

such as Sprint touting the advantages of optical fiber communicatio_s, the

communication satellite industry future does indeed seem dim. }{owever, one

must remember that the imminent demise of terrestrial m_crowave systems _a_

incorrectly predicted with the advent of communication satellites.

Today, both communication satellites and terrestrial microwave systems

coexist in a highly competitive market. Although, the immediate competitive

threat imposed by fiber is to the terrestrial microwave systems, this does not

imply tha" the communication satellite industry and service-providers need do

nothing to enhance their product° To remain a viable and profitable industry,

communication satellites will need to evolve beyond the role of simple, loug-

haul transmission links. They will need to become an integral part of data

communication networks such as an Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN).

*The author is with the Institute for Telecommunication Sciences, National

Telecommunications and Information Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce,
Boulder, CO 80303-3328.
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i" Commensurate with this evolution, the ways by which communication satell_te

sv':tem performance is measured and specified needs to be reevaluated.

1.1 Evolution of the Communication Satellite and Its Role

Lovell and Cuccia (1984) of NASA have classified communication satellites

into thre_ categories:

i. Type A satellites carrying one or more simple transponders and

earth-coverage antenna.

2. Type B satellites carrying multiple fixed antennas and multiple

transponders, where under ground control the in_erconnectivity

; between the beams and transponders can be rearranged.

! 3. Type C satellites similar to type B but with on board message-i; J

switching capabilities.

_i The transponders for both type A and type B satellites are analog a'._dsupport

i single or multiple communication channels. Type C satellites dynamically

control the beam coverage areas and route the message traffic to the

i appropriate beams. In some designs, (NASA's Advanced Communications Technology

Satellite [ACTS] for example) the transponders are digital and regenerate the

signal.

The first commercially viable communication satellites were simple analog

micrm:ave repeaters in geostationary orbit. Their main function was to provide

point-to-point, high volume trunking for telephone and television systems.

• Even with today's increased transponder capacity and down-link power, higher

operating frequencies, time-divisio,_ multiple-access (TDMA), digital

modulation, and frequency reuse, communication satellites are still not much

mo,. than repeaters,

Unfortunately, these high volume, point-to-p_int satellite tru:,Li.g

services are chose most threatened by optical fiber systems, Traditionally

for geographic separations greater then 800 km, point-to-point satellite

trunking has been the most economical trm_smission method (Byrne, 1985).

i However, with the introduction of optical fiber transmission li_ks this

distance advantage is decreasing. The,s0 future communication satellite systems

i will have to look elsewhere for their market share.

i Fortunately, the demand for poit_t-to-multipoint service is increasing.
,, Th_s demand has been fueled by higher frequency and higher power satellites

i
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such as those planned for Direct Broadcast Service (DBS) and advances in earth

station technology reducing the costs of small receive-only earth stations.

For $i000 to $2000, almost any broadcast service can be received in the

remotest parts of the country. Multipoint-to-point, e.g., oil pipeline

monitoring systems (Gonze, 1987), is another service that communication

satellites are beginning to provide. Both of these are services that optical

fiber transmission systems would be hard pressed to provide economically.

Additionally, satellite systems for mobile :ommunication applications are being

developed, a service that fiber cannot provide. All of these services,

however, are still using the satellite basically as a simple repeater.

! The NASA ACTS program takes the satellite be,_ond this simple repeater role

by providing an experimental advanced communication satellite that will

demonstrate improved repeater technology and on board baseband switching for

traffic routing and network control. The satellite will operate in the Ka band

(17 to 31 GHz) with small diameter spot beams and cross polarization _o reduce

interchannel interference and to iucrease frequency reuse. The on board switch

will operate in either a microwave mode, switching at the intermediate

frequency (IF) like type C satellites (INTELSAT VI), or in a baseband mode,

operating as a demand-assignment multiple-access (DAMA) _y_cem with digital

signal regeneration and forward error control coding. Thus, the role of the

communication satellite is evolving from one of a simple point-to-point

transmission link to that of a network switching center, further enhancing the

communication satellite's ability to provide point-to-multipoint and

multipoint-to-point network connectivity.

Satellites, such as ACTS, and inexpensive very-small-aperture terminals

(VSAT) will enable communication satellites to provide economical, thin-route,

two-way communication services to sparsely populated and inaccessible areas.

These satellite systems will also facilitate two-way mobile communication.

Additionally, thesp satellites will fit very naturally into data networks such

as an ISDN, where the satellite itself becomes one of the ISDN switching nodes.

Satellites with on board ISDN switching capability could be Used to provide

private ISDN services for large corporations. They could interconnect

geographically dispersed locations with high-volume 23B+D Primary Rate ISDN

(1.544 Mb/n) or multiple-megabit per second broadband ISDN circuits. These

satellites could also support two-way, thin-route traffic with direct links of

1989010985-013



satellites could also support two-way, thin-route traffic with direct links of

the Basic ISON interface (2B+D channels at 144 kb/s) to the customer premises

equipment (CPE). Other satellite-based or satellite-augmented ISDN

applications include small transportable terminals for temporary network access

and mobile ISDN connectivity. These ISDN-compatible satellites working in

parallel with fiber trunks and terrestrial switches could also provide network

backup and quick emergency service restoration.

1.2 The increasing Need for System Performance Measurements

With communication satellite systems evolving into new roles, evolution is

also required in performance specification and measurement methods for these

systems, Two strong reasons are pushing this need:

i I. Communication satellite systems are being used for a larger portion
of data communication networks.

2. Users are becoming less concerned with the technical design issues

of data communication systems and more concerned with finding

systems that meet their needs.

When satellites provide simple analog repeater service, the users are

primarily concerned with the system capacity, measured as the number of analog

voice circuits or video channels the system can support. This is a function of

the modulation techniques and the carrier-to-noise density ratio (C/No) of the

i total satellite link (wh_re C/No is established by the basic link budget

calculations). Very often the users are not experienced or interested in the

details of satellite link budget calculations; however, they are very

interested in how well the system meets their capacity and availability

requirements. Thus, users generally buy service frol0 satellite service

providers who design the users' links. Once established, the links are

dedicated full time to the users.

The situation for digital satellite transmission links is not much

i different from that for analog. Capacity is still the yardstick for measuring

I performance and it still depends on link budget calculations. (Th_ signaling

rate-dependent, bit energy-to-noise density ratio [Eb/No] is used in place of

C/No as the primary link budget parameter.) However, capacity is now measured

as the user-information bit rate with a specified bit error probability (Pc).

The Eb/No link parameter fixes Pe for given source and error-control coding and

i 4
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probabilities and information transfer rate in addition to system availability.

Again the users typically go to satellite service providers to obtain the links

they need. Also, as in the analog case, once the links are established, they

are dedicated full time to the users.

With communication satellites incorporating more of the network switching

functions and thus more users accessing the network on a demand assignment

multiple access (DAMA) basis, link budget calculations no longer fully specify

system performance. Users are becoming concerned with parameters such as

access and disengagement time and blocking probability. The transmission link

is also more dynamic in these type C satellites, with forward error-control

coding and reduced transmission rates "switched in" during rain fades.

Quantifying the performance of these advanced type C satellites can become

an arduous task. However, if one views these satellite systems as the digital

communication networks they are becoming, the task is quite manageable. This

is because of two standards approved by the American National Standards

Institute (ANSI), American National Standards (ANS) X3.]02 and ANS X3.141, for

specifying and measuring data communication system performance with user-

oriented performance parameters. These standards define parameters and

measurement methods for quantifying data communication system performance from

the user's point of view, independent of system design and implementation.

ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 provide the data communication system user a "common

yardstick" for comparing how we_l dissimilar systems--satellite, optical fiber,

microwave, or any other transmission media and switching systems--meet their

needs. ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 can be used to help identify what each system

does best. And the user does not need to know how the system is designed or

implemented.

From the service provider°s point of view, ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 offer

a convenient means for comparing their service against a competitor's. These

standards can also be used to track system degradations n'_d help identify

potential bottlenecks. They are used to augment the link budget and capacity

calculations for fully describing the system performance.

1.3 Purpose and Scope of Report

This report focuses on communication satellite system performance

measurements and specifications. The purpose is to show the sultabi]ity of

1989010985-015
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! ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 for quantifying the end-to-end system performance of

current and future advanced communication satellite systems such as ACTS.

This report is divided into several major sections. Section 2 presents an

overview of ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 and how they are used to quantify

communication system performance. Section 3 presents a discussion on how

ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 can be used to quantify the performance of the

various type A, B, and C and TDMA satellite systems. Section 4 presents a

brief overview of NASA's ACTS and how it operates from the user's perspective.

It then concentrates on how to apply ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 system

performance measurement concepts to the ACTS system. It concludes with a short

discussion on the design of an ACTS system performance experiment using the

framework of ANS X3.141. The appendix gives an overview of link budget

calculations.

2. OVERVIEW OF AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS X3.102 A/_D X3.141

In the past, the data ccmmunication community has had difficulty in getting

the best (and least expensive) data communicatiou systems that fit its needs.

To help solve this problem, ANSI approved the two data communication systems

performamce standards:

I. The American National Standard for Information Systems--Data

Communication Systems and Services--User-oriented Performance i

Parameters, ANS X3.102 (ANSI 1983). i

2. The American National Standard for Information System_--Data

Communication Systems and Services--Measurement Methods for User-

oriented Performance Evaluation, ANS X3.141 (ANSI 1987).

These two standards form the basis of th_ "functional approach" to data

communication system procurement described in Seitz and Grubb (1983).

The benefits of using this functional approach and of these ANSI standards

are many. To the data communication system users, their requirements are

precisely defined; they do not need to become system designers and they can

specify the system that best fits their needs and budgets without being

constrained to a particular design. To the data communication system designers

and service providers, their ability to assess existing and proposed new

services from the user's perspective is improved, allowing them to identify

areas for improvement and/or cost reduction without sacrificing system

6
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performance. And to the data communication experimenters and researchers, they

now have the methods and tools for conducting and analyzing repeatable data

communication system performance measurements on experimental systems such as

ACTS.

2.1 ANS X3 I02 Approach

End-to-end system performance is described by the performance of three

system functions: access, user information transfer, and disengagement. These

system functions are quantified by three performance outcomes: successful

performance (speed), incorrect performance (accuracy), and nonperformance

(reliability). Seitz and Grubb (1983) define these performance outcomes as

follows:

i. Successful Performance. The function is completed within a

specified maximum performance time, and the result or output is

exactly what was inte_4ed. A familiar example is successful

connection to the correct called party in a voice telephone call.

2. Incorrect Performance. The function is completed within the

specified maximum performance time, but the result or output is

somehow different from what was intended. A familiar example is

the connection to a "wrong number" (as a result of a system

switching error) in a voice telephone call.

3. Nonperformance. The function is not completed within a specified

maximum performance time. A familiar example is the blocking of a

voice telephone call attempt by the system (as indicated by a "all

trunks busy" signal).

A summary of the performance outcomes that apply to the various system

functions is shown in Table i. Incor[ect performance is subdivided into three

outcomes: content error, where the information is in error; location error,

where the information was sent to the wrong location; and extra event, where

unrequested information was received. Nonperformance is subdivided into two

outcomes: system nonperformance, where the system is responsible for the

outage; and user nonperformance, where the user is responsible for the outage.

Nonperformance outcomes due to user nonperformance are excluded from the sample

space and system performance calculation as these do not measure any functions

performed by the system. The bit transfer and block transfer functions shown

in Table i are subsets of the user information transfer function.

The major effort in applying ANS X3.102 to end-to-end data communic_it;o_

system performance measurements is selecting the appropriate performaTwe

7
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parameters. Sections 3 and 4 of this report address this for several classes

of communication satellites. Table 2 lists, in matrix _orm, the 21 ANS X3.102

performance parameters defined in ANSI (1983). Listed are 17 primary

performance parameters that quantify the performance criteria (speed, accuracy,

and reliability) for the three communication system functions (access, user

information transfer, and disengagement). The table also shows four ancillary

parameters that relate the user's impact on the speed of the three system

functions.

The ANS X3.102 performance parameters are defined in such a way that they

can be applied to any data communication system or service for all topologies,

protocols, codes, or other design characteristics (ANSI, 1987). They apply to

both connection-oriented systems like the public-switched telephone network,

and connectionless packet-switched networks like ARPANET. Also, unlike most

standards, ANS X3.102 gives only the parameter definitions, not specific

parameter values. The values of the parameters are determined by the context

of the user's specific requirements. Additionally, only a subset of the

performance parameters need be specified if it fully describes the user's

performance requirements.

2.1.1 Access

Four primary performance parameters and one ancillary performance parameter

are defined for the access function. These parameters are Access Time,

Incorrect Access Probability, Access Denial Probability, Access Outage

Probability, and User Fraction of Access Time (see Table 2). ANSI (1983) and

Seitz and Grubb (1983) give justifications for the selection of these

parameters and their mathematical definitions. The access function is defined

as follows:

The access function begins upo'_ issuance of an "access request" signal

or its implied equivalent at the interface between a user and the data

communication system. It ends when the first bit of source user

information is input to the system (after connection establishment in

connection-oriented services). It includes all activities

traditionally associated with physical circuit establishment (e.g.,

dialing, switching, and ringing) as well as any activities performed at

higher protocol levels (e.g., X.25 virtual circuit establishment).

1989010985-019
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The speed performance criterion is described by Access Time, the elapsed i

time between the originating user issuing an access request (e.g., pick up the 4

phone) and the first bit of user information entering the system.

The accuracy performance criterion is described by the Incorrect Access

Probability, the probability of the system making a wrong connection. This

parameter generally applies to connection-oriented systems only, where the

misconnection is typically due to switching or address errors. The user

dialing a wrong number is not included in this parameter because that is not a

system-caused error.

The reliability performance criterion is described by the performance

parameters Access _Denial Probability and Access Outage Probability. Access

Denial Probability is the probability that the system will block the user's

call, e.g., "all circuits are busy." Access denial also occurs when the time

to access the system exceeds the Access Time threshold depicted in Figure i.

As defined in ANSI (1983), the Access Time threshold is three times the mean

Access Time. If an access attempt exceeds this threshold it is counted as an

Access Denial. The Access Outage Probability is the probability that the |

system does not respond to the request for service, e.g., the user does not get

a "dial tone" when he/she picks up the phone to place a call. This outage is

due to part or all of the system being "down."

The ancillary performance parameter associated with access is the User

Fraction of Access Time. This is the length of time the users are responsible

for processing the access request, e.g., the length of time it takes to "dial"

the number and answer the phone.

2.1.2 User Information Transfer

Eleven primary performance parameters and one ancillary performance

parameter are defined for the user information transfer function. These

parameters are Block Transfer Time, User Information Bit Transfer Rate, Bit

Error Probability, Block Error Probability, Bit Misdelivery probability, Block

Misdelivery Probability, Extra Bit Probability, Extra Block Probability, Bit

Loss Probability, Block Loss Probability, Transfer Denial Probability, User

Fraction of Block Transfer Time, and User Fraction of Input/Output Time (see

Table 2). ANSI (1983) and Seitz and Grubb (1983) give justifications for the

II
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selection of these parameters and their mathematical definitions. The user _i

information transfer function is defined as follows: i

The user information transfer function begins when the access function
ends. The user information transfer function ends when the last

"disengagement request" in a particular data communication session is

issued. It includes all formatting, transmission, storage, error

control, and media conversion activities performed between start of

transfer and completion of delivery, including any needed

retransmissions within the system.

The speed performance criterion is described by the Block Transfer Time and

User Information Bit Transfer Rate. The Block Transfer Time is the average

elapsed time between the start of a block transfer attempt and a Successful

Block Transfer, i.e., the length of time a user information block is in transit

between the source and destination users. As with all the block parameters, a

block of user information may be any contiguous stream of bits that has meaning

to the users, e.g., a single ASCII character (7 bits) or a 128-byte X.25

packet. The User Information Bit Transfer Rate is the total number of

Successful Bit Transfer outcomes in an individual transfer sample divided by

the input/output time for that sample (ANSI, 1983). As shown in Figure 2, the

input and output times may be different in some systems (usually packet-

switched systems). The longest time is taken as the divisor, thus giving the

slower of the two possible rates.

The accuracy performance criterion is described by six of the bit/block i

Iperformance parameters. The Bit and Block Error Probabilities expres_ the

likelihood that a unit of user information transferred from a source user to

the intended destination user is delivered with incorrect binary content. The

Bit and Block Misdelivery Probabilities specify the portion of bits and blocks

that was transferred from a so_'-ce user to an unintended destination user. The

Extra Bit and Extra Block Probabilities express the likelihood that the

information delivered to a destination user will contain duplicate bits or

blocks ¢,r other extra information not output by the source user.

The reliability performance criterion is expressed by two of the bit/block

performance parameters. The Bit Loss and Block Loss Probabilities express the

likelihood that the system will fail to delivera unit of user information to

the intended destination user within the specified maximum transfer time. The
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Case 1. No rate conversion : w(b3i) = w(b3o)

w,b3, Iw,b3°,"-_'-'w(b3o)

Case 2. Rate increase: Case 3. Rale reduction '

w(b3 i) > w(b3o) w(b3i) < w(b3o)

BIs

User Information Bit Transfer Rate R(bls)=
Max [w(b3 i) or w(b3 O) ]

B1s = Total Successful Bit Transfer outcomes in the transfer sample,

Fi._ure 2. User information bit transl'er _'ate (Seitz and Grubb, 1983).
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threshold for this maximum transfer time is defined as three times its nominal

value, similar to the threshold for access denial shown in Figure i.

The Transfer Denial Probability expresses the likelihood of an unacceptable

degradation in the performsnce of a data communication service during user

information transfer. Transfer denial is defined to occur whenever the

performance observed during a transfer sample is worse than the threshold of

acceptability for any of the four supported user information transfer

parameters: Bit Error Probability, Bit Loss Probability, Extra Bit

Probability, and user information transfer Rate. ANSI (1983) defines the

threshold for the probability parameters as the fourth root ot the specified

probability value, e.g., a specified Bit Error Probability of 10-6 has a

transfer denial threshold error probability of 3.16 X 10.2 The threshold for

User Information Transfer Rate is defined as three times its nominal value,

similar to the threshold for Access Denial shown in Figure i.

The ancillary performance parameters associated with user information

transfer are the User Fraction of Block Transfer Time and the User Fraction of

Input/Output Time. The User Fraction of Block Transfer Time is the length of

time the user has control of the block transfer, e.g., stopping the information

transfer to read a screen full of text. The User Fraction of Input/Output Time

is the time the user has control of the input or output of the system, e.g.,

typing slower than the system can accept characters. As with the ancillary

parameter for access, these give a measure for the impact of the user on the

end-to-end system performance.

2.1.3 Disengagement

Two primary performance parameters and one ancillary performance parameter

are defined for the disengagement function. These parameters are Disengagement

Time, Disengagement Denial Probability, and User Fraction of Disengagement Time

(see Table 2). ANSI (1983) and Seitz and Grubb (1983) give justifications for

the selection of these parameters and their mathematical definitions. The

disengagement function is as follows:

There is a disengagement function associated with each participant in a
data communication sessi_m. Each disengagement function begins on

issuance of a "disengagement request." The disengagement function

ends, for each user, when (i) disengagement has been _"qL' sted for th_it

user; and (2) that user is able to initiate a new access attempt.

15
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!

Disengagement includes both physical circuit disconnection (where

required) and higher-level protocol termination activities such as

! X.25 virtual circuit clearing.

! The speed performallce criterion is described by Disengagement Time

parameter, the average time a user must wait after requesting disengagement

from a data communication session for the system to successfully accomplish the

disengagement function (Seitz and Grubb, 1983). The accuracy and reliabi]ity

performance criterion is described by the Disengagement Denial Probability

parameter, the likelihood that the system will fail to disconnect a user from

the communication session within a specified maximum time after a disengagement

request has been issued.

The ancillary performance p_rameter associated with disengagement is the

User Fraction of Disengagement Time. This is the time requiied for the user to

initiate tL_. disconnect request, e.g., the time required for the user not

originating the disconnect request to respond to the system-generated

disconnect request in a "four way handshake" system.

Access Outage Probability along with the Transfer Denial Probability are

used to quantify the commonly use_, system parameter--system availability.

2.2 ANS X3.141 Measurement Process

The end-to-end performance of a data communication system can be measured

and quantified in terms of the ANS X3.102 performance parameters with the

ANS X3.141 Measurement Process shown in Figure 3. The inputs to the process

are the measurcment objectives and the digltal signals observed at the

user/system interfaces. The outputs from the process are the estimated mean

values and associated precision and variability statistics (e.g., confidence

limits, histograms, and regression coefficients) of the performance parameters

selected to characterize the system (ANSI, 1987).

Three measurement objectives are defined in ANS X3.141 (ANSI 1987):

I. Absolute Performance Characterization. Establishing the
performance baseline of the system.

2. Simple Hypothesis Test. Measuring to see if the system performance
is within some previously stated bounds.

3. Ana1_J_[s of Factor Effects. Measuring to see how different system
configurations affect system performance.

16
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System designers, service _oviders, and experimenters are interested in the

first and third objectives for determining the basic system performance

characteristics. Users are interested in the second objective for determining

if the system meets their performance requirements.

As shown in Figure 3, the measurement process is carried out in four steps:

I. Experiment Design. A detailed experiment plan is developed from

the desired measurement objectives. The specific performance
information to be collected is identified and individual test
conditions set.

2. Data Extraction. Selected pairs of digital user/system interfaces

are monitored in real time. A chronological event history of the
nature and time relevant interface events occur is recorded.

(Table 3 lists tile generic ANS X3.141 reference events that

correlate to these system-specific reference events.)

3. Data Reduction. Estimated values of the selected performance

parameters are generated from the event histories recorded during
the data extraction step.

4. Data Analysis. The precision and variability of the individual
parameter estimates is determined.

(ANSI [1987] presents an in depth description of these steps and gives a

detailed example of the ANS X3.141 measurement process.)

The first step in using ANS X3.141 for measuring data communication system

performance is to describe a user-oriented view of the data communication

system. This is done by defining who or what the users are and the specific

user/system interfaces. ANSI (1983) defines four data communication system

user/system interfaces as shown in Figure 4. The ,,scrs can range from human

operators to application programs running in host computers. It is also

possible for the users to be other data communication systems; here the

user/system interfaces are the subsystem interfaces shown in Figure 5.

During a communication session, information is transferred across the

monitored user/system or subsystem _nterfaces. This information transfer

constitutes an _nteraction with the system, referred to by ANS X3.102 as

"interface events." Certain key interface events are identified as events to

be counted, timed, or compared for calculating the performance parameter values

(Seitz and Grubb, 1983).

With the user/system interface and key interface events identified, the

measurement process is carried out. As part of the data reduction process, key

18
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Figure 4, Interfaces between the end user and the
data co_unteatton system (ANSI, 1983) o
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interface events are related to the ANS X3.141 reference events listed in

Table 3. The occurrence of these interface events identify system function

transitions or system failures, (e.g., receipt of reference event 3, system

olocking signal).

i i As with any experiment, decisions on the population to sample and the

appropriate sample size must be made. Miles (1984) presents a detailed

discussion on sample size selection and precision for data communication

performance measurements. Additionally, Miles (1984) offers a FORTRAN computer

program to be used in col_unction with the system performance measurements

experiment that calculates the required sample size and independence of

population samples.

In summary, ANS X3.102 provides a means of comparing "apples" and "oranges"

by defining a "common yardstick" for making and specifying system performance

measurements, while ANS X3.141 describes a uniform way to use the yardstick.

As discussed in Section 4, this yardstick is very useful for describing ways to

measure and quantify ti'e ACTS Low Bur_;_ Rate (LBR) system performance.

3. COMMUNICATION SATELLITE END-TO-END SYSTEM PERFORMANCE DEFINITIONS

This section applies the ANS X3.i02 and ANS X3.141 data communication

system performance specification and measurement ideas detailed in Section 2 to

several classes of communication satellites. The first subsection starts by

briefly discussing the conventional ]ink budget calculation method of

specifying type A and B communication satellite system performance, followed by

a discussion of the use of ANS X3.102 for quantifying the end-to-end

performance of digital links over these same satellites. The second subsection

discusses the use of ANS X3.102 for quantifying the end-to-e..d communication

system performance of time-division multiple-access (TDMA), satellite-switched

time-division multiple-access (SS/TDMA), (type C), and demand-assignment

multiple-access (DAMA) communication satellites. The third subsection briefly

discusses future satellite-augmented ISDN systems and how ANS X3.102 can be

u_ed to quantify their end-to-end communication system performance.

3.1 Analog and Digital Link Parameters

The classes of communication satellites considered in this subsection are

primarily type A aud type B systems as defined in Section I. These systems
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provide simple dedicated point-to-point analog service, dedicated point-to-

point digital service, and analog and digital broadcast service. In all of

these systems, the satellite serves as a nonregenerative analog repeater.

Since none of these systems include any switching or dynamic link control

functions, communication system performance is simply equal to transmission

link performance.

3.1.i The Link Budget

The two-step process of link budget and system capacity calculation is the

usual method for quantifying communication satellite link performance. The

link budget calculation gives the carrier-to-noise density ratio (C/No) for

analog systems, and the bit energy-to noise density ratio (Eb/No) for digital

transmission systems. The system capacity calculation gives the number of

voice circuits or video channel= an analog system can support and the user bit

rate a digital system can su[,port. The appendix gives a detailed discussion

and example of these link budget and capacity calculations. The bottom line

from these calculations is the communication satellite link performance stated

!' as baseband signal-to-noise ratio (Sb/Nb) and channel capacity for analog

ii systems, and bit error probability (Pe) and transmission bit rate for digital

_: systems.

i 3.1.' User-Oriented Performance Measurements

i The system link budget and capacity calculations while straightforward,

! well understood, and useful to system designers and service providers, are very

: involved and of little interest to most telecommunication managers or data

_ communication systems users of systems that comprise satellite links. However,
I

end-to-er i system performance measurements using ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 can

be very u_eful enabling the managers and users to specify system performance

in terms meaningful to them.

_ ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 are primarily intended to be used in measuring

_'_ the system performance between user interfaces. However, they may al_. b _ used
i

to measure the performance of a group of data communication system (or

_ subsystem) elements terminated at ,'igital interfaces. Such a group of systemI
:_ elements could easily be a dedicated or multiple access (nondemand assignment),

point-to-point, type A or B digital communication satellite link. The digital

i 23 ,.
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interfaces could be the baseband data input of a multiplexer or the aggregate

data input of a satellite earth station modem.

User-oriented system performance concerns for types A and B digital

satellite links can be grouped into the three ANS X3.102 performance categories

of speed, accuracy, and reliability discussed in Section 2. These categories

are quantified by 5 of the 21 ANS X3.102 system performance parameters: Bit

Error Probability, Block Error Probability, Block Transfer Time, User

Information Bit Transfer Rate, and Transfer Denial Probability (Table 4).

These five parameters are selected entirely from the user information transfer

function category of ANS X3.102. This selection is reasonable because with

dedicated point-to-point digital satellite links users have full time access;

thus, Access and disengagement functions are r;ot encountered during normal

operation. Also since there are no switching or store-and-forward functions,

data entering the system follows only one path; thus, there are no

opportunities for user bits or user data blocks to be duplicated, lost, or

misrouted. Therefore, th_ bit/block loss and misdelivery probability and extra

bit/block probability parameters are not included.

The four ancillary parameters (attributable to user actions) are also not

included. By treating the satellite links as subsystems, there are no direct

connections or interactions with the users. It is assumed that data are always

available for transmission at rates the links support.

The five applicable performance parameters describe type A and type B

communication satellite system performance as follows:

Bit/Block Error Probability

Treating the satellite link as a subsystem, the Bit Error Probability and

Block Error Probability are the "raw channel" error probabilities. These are

errors observed at the transmission channel interface with no forward error

control (FEC) codes or high-level protocols employing error detection and

retransmission (ARQ). These error probabilities are the same as the Pe

parameter in the link budget and system capacity calculations. A typical design

goal for satellite links is a bit error probability of less then 10.6 A block

error is declared when one or more bits composing the block are in error.

24
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Block Transfer Time

Block Transfer Time is the signal propagation delay to the satellite and

back (approximately 250 ms) and the modulation time for the block. The

propagation time is the same for all types A and B communication satellite

systems. The modulation time is the time required to "clock" the data block

into the system; it depends on the channel transmission rate and block length.

User Information Bit Transfer Rate

The User Information Bit Transfer Rate, often referred to as throughput, is

the user bit rate the system supports. This parameter is the same as the bit

rate (Rb) discussed in the appendix. Since there are no store and forward

capabilities with type A and B communication satellites, there are no through-

put rate conversions; thus, the system input rate equals the system output rate

as shown by case I of Figure 2.

Transfer Denial Probability

Transfer denial occurs when the transmission quality of the link has

degraded to a point that the Bit Error Probability or User Information Bit

Transfer Rate is worse than a specified threshold (see Section 2). However,

for dedicated point-to-point systems, the User Information Bit Rate is constant

and thus would not contribute to transfer denial. Increased Pe due to sun

outages and rain fades are the primary cause. Sun outages occur twice a year

when the satellite eclipses the sun during the spring and autumn equinox,

causing the earth station system noise temperature to rise, thus increasing the

Pe. Sun outages last about two to six l_inutes a day for a two- to four-day

period. Rain fades are due to the increased propagation loss and thus

increased Pe caused by local rain storms. The limiting case of transfer denial

probability is when the system is completely unavailable, i.e., the system is

"down" because of an equipment failure. The Transfer Denial Probability can be

thought of as the inverse of system availability.

There are distinct advantages in using the ANS X3.102 performance

parameters for quantifying type A and B communication satellite system

performance. First, by using these parameters, the user is able to evaluate

how well these satellite systems meet their requirements, how various

configurations or factors (e.g., QPSK modulation vs BPSK modulation) affect the
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performance, and how these satellite systems compare with other transmission

systems or advanced switching communication satellites. Secondly, these

parameters can be used to specify the user's requirements, giving the service

provider a starting point for the link design. And finally, these parameters

are relatively easy to obtain. If the link budget has been calculated, the

Bit/Block Error Probability and User Information Bit Transfer Rate are known.

The Transfer Denial Probability can be determined from rain fade models (see

Pritchard and Sciulli, 1986) and the Block Transfer Time is known a priori. If

the link budget parameters are not available, link performance can be measured

by end-to-end system performance experiments similar to those mentioned in

Section 4.3.4 and described in ANSI (1987). These experiments are greatly

simplified for type A and type B communication satellite systems because the

stazt of block transfer and the end of block transfer are the only reference

events that need to be observed.

3.2 TDMA, SS/TDMA, and DAMA System Performance Parameters

Time-dlvlslon multlple-access, SS/TDMA (type C), and DAMA communication

satellite systems operate in a time-divlslon multiplex (TDM) fashion with

typically only one carrier presented to a satellite transponder at a time.

Each earth station in the network buffers its incoming terrestrial data traffic

(or digital signals from digital speech interpolation [DSI] processors), then

transmits it to the satellite at a preassigned time in a high-rate burst

(120 Mb/s for INTELSAT VI).

The primary advantage of TDMA systems is reduced traveling wave tube

amplifier (TWTA) intermodulation distortion from having only one carrier at a

time. This allows more efficient use of the transponder and greater down-link

power, because the TWTA can be operated closer to saturation. Another

advantage is reduced earth station equipment costs for high-volume networks

(Campanella et al., 1986).

There are many TDMA systems currently planned and in operation. The

simplest, such as INTELSAT V (Trusty et al., 1986), use types A and B

communication satellites with global coverage and operate on a preassigned

burst t:me plan (BTP) basis. SS/TDMA systems, such as INTELSAT VI (Trusty et

al., 1986), use type C communication satellites with switchable spot coverage

antennas. These satellite-switched systems maximize the throughput of the
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r........... ............7
as-needed basis, thus reducing the number of permanently assigned transponders.

DAMA systems, such as Satellite Business Systems (SBS) and TELECOM i

(Feher, 1983), operate on a short-term or real-time BTP assignment mode. These

demand-assignment systems further enhance the flexibility and throughput of

TDMA systems by changing the system configuration (BTP) i,_ tea] time to

accommodate changes in the network traffic load. This is accomplished by using

different preassigned BTPs or generating new BTPs in real time as traffic

demands change.

From the user's perspective, all TDMA systems operate on a connection-

oriented basis. Once the circuit has been established, the users have

full-time access to it and all their information traverses the same path

through the system. Detailed information on the various TDMA network

architectures, synchronization techniques and operation concerns can be found

in Feher (1983).

With these advanced communication satellite systems, the link budget and

capacity calculations are still useful to system designers and service

providers for designing the system. But, these calculations do not fully

quantify the system's performance from the user's perspective. Therefore,

using ANS X3.102 and ANS X3.141 becomes very useful for quantifying the end-to-

end system performance of these satellite systems.

The following subsection discusses how the 21 ANS X3.102 performance

parameters relate to the various TD_ communication satellite systems. Each

performance parameter is examined and related to specific system operation

events. Table 4 lists the performance parameters deemed applicable to the

various TDMA systems discussed. The final selection of the performance

parameters for quantifying a particular system is up to the user and his/her

specific system performance requirements. However, the end-to-end performance

parameters discussed below provide a starting point for quantifying TDMA system

performance from the user's perspective and designing system performance

experiments around the ANS X3.141 framework discussed in Section 2.

3.2.1 Access

Access methods and times for the various TDMA systems differ. User access

to the preassigned TDMA, SS/TDMA, and DAMA systems that switch between

preassigned BTPs to accommodate traffic changes is accomplished by prior
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scheduling with the TDMA control center. This can range from a couple of hours

to months ahead of when the circuit is needed (Trusty et al., 1986). User

access to DAMA systems that generate new BTPs in real time takes a few

milliseconds to a few minutes. Therefore, the application of the four access

parameters is limited to the DAMA systelns generating BTP changes in real time.

Access Time

Access Time for DAMA systems is the time from user issuance of a circuit

request to the start of the user's data transmission. The time synchronizing

the user's earth station to the network is not included in the Access Time

parameter as this is not required each time a new circuit is established.

Access Time is one of the most significant parameters for quantifying DAMA

system performance.

Incorrect Access Probability

Incorrect _ccess Probability for DAMA systems is the probability of

establishing a _zircuit with the wrong destination. Transmission errors during

the circuit request or generation and distribution of the new BTPs are the

mechanisms for establishing an incorrect connection. However, in properly

designed DAMA networks, these errors are kept low by the use of error detection

and correction techniques. Additionally, if an errored BTP is implemented, the

network will lose synchronization and "crash" before the incorrect connection

was made. Therefore, due to its low probability of occurrence, the Incorrect

Access Probability parameter is not included in the set of DAMA system

performance parameters.

Access Denial Probability

Access Denial Probability for DAMA systems is the probability of not

establi&hing a circuit to the desired destination. The primary cause of access

denial is lack of system capacity to accommodate an additional circuit. It

also occur_ if the system is slow in responding to the access request or slow

in setting up the circuit, thus exceeding the access denial threshold. Again

this would be due to the system operating at or near capacity and thus not

having sufficient processor capacity to handl.e the additional circuit request.

With knowledge of the tota] traffic carried by the system, Access ,)enial
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Probability is a good measure of system capacity al,d therefore included in the 1

set of DAMA system performance parameters.

Access Outage Probability

Access Outage Probability is the probability of not getting a response from

tho system when making a_l access request, i.e., the system is "dead." Any

number of hardware and software failures can cause the system to be out. The

Access Outage Probability, along with the Transfer Denial Probability discussed

below gives an indication of system availability and therefore, is included in

the set of DAMA system performance parameters.

3.2.2 User Information Transfer

The user information transfer for all TDMA systems is handled the same way

as for any connectlon-oriented digital communication system, The path through

the system for the user's data does not change for the duration of the call.

However, the parameters are affected differently by the various TDMA systems,

and not all parameters pertain to all systems.

Bit Error Probability

Bit Error Probability is the probability that a transmitted bit will be

received in error. This is the same as Pe used in link performance

measurements and link budget calculations of types A and B satellite syste.,,s.

As Bit Error Probability is one of the most: zommon measures of digital

communication system performance, it is included in the set of TDMA system

performance parameters.

Bit Misdellvery Probability

Bit Misdel_.very Probability is the probabillty that a single user

information bit is delivered to the wrong destination. In connectlon-orlented

systems, like the various TDMA systems discussed, user information bits follow

only one path through the system. Also, as TDMA systems process the user data

in multibit subbursts, it is unlikely that a single bit would be misrouted.

Therefore, Bit Misdelivery Probability is not included in the set of TDMA

system performance parameters.
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Bit Loss Probability

The Bit Loss Probability is the probability that a user information bit

entering the system does not reach the intended destination. Again, as TDMA

systems are connection-oriented, user information bits have only one path to

follow. However, if the TDMA frame-synchronizing unique word (UW) is not

detected for a significant number of frames, the local terminal clock will

begin to drift, causing the frame boundaries to shift and the TDMA control

buff_ to overflow, thus loosing user data bits. (Feher i1983] discusses

unique word detection and probabilities of misses and false alarms.) Also, if

the user's system clock is not synchronized to the earth station clock, a

"clock sllp" can occur. This is when the clock reading data out of a TDMA

buffer differs from the clock writing data into the buffer. If the read clock

is slightly slower then the write clock, the buffer will eventually overflow

and hits will be lost. Additionally, deep fades on the link would cause large

blocks of bits to be errored or lost. Bit Loss Probability is included in the

set of TDMA system performance parameters.

Extra Bit Probability <

The Extra Bit Probability is the probability that a received data bit was a i

duplicate bit or a bit intended for another destination. Like the Bit I

l

Misdelivery Probability and Bit Loss Probability, the Extra Bit Probability is

very low for connection-oriented systems. However, if the TDMA frame-

synchronizing UW is declared present, when in reality it is not, the TDMA

control buffer empties prematurely, thus sending extraneous or duplicate bits.

Also, extra bits can be generated by "clock slips." If the read clock is

slightly faster then the write clock, the buffer will empty, causing data bits

to be clocked out twice and to be counted as extra bits.

The Extra Bit Probability and the Bit Loss Probability give a measure of

the UW detector performance and the local earth station clock stability.

Therefore, Extra Bit Probability is included in the set of TDMA system

performance perameters.

Block Transfer Time

Block Transfer Time for TDMA systems is the time required for data blocks i!

to be feed into and traverse the system. The counting of Block Transfer Time
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starts with a user information block crossing the originating user/system

interface and ends when the same block crosses the destination user/system

interface. Any additional delay beyond the 270 ms propagation delay of a

single-hop satellite circuit and the modulation time gives a measure of the

additional buffering required in TDMA systems. Therefore, Block Transfer Time

is included in the set of TDMA performance.

Block Error Probability

Block Error Probability is closely related to the Bit Error Probability,

the probability that a block of user information is received in error. One or

more incorrect bits in a block constitute a block error. Therefore, the

measurement of Block Error Probability is also included in the TDMA system

performance parameters.

Block Misdelivery Probability

Block Misdelivery Probability is the probability that a received user

information block was inteuded for another destination. The primary cause of
?

block misdeliveries are undetected errors in the circuit request address

information or BTP generation and distribution. Hewever, errors in the address

information would cause an incorrect access and thus be counted in the

Incorrect Access Probability calculation. Errors in BTP generation and

distribution would allow TDMA bursts or subbursts to be transmitted at the

wrong time, misrouting data, and thus misdelivering a user's information block.

However, as mentioned for the Incorrect Access Probability parameter, BTP

errors would cause the TDMA network to lose synchronization and fail.

Therefore, due to its low probability of occurrence, Block Misdelivery

Probability is not included in the set of TDM_ system performance parameters.

Block Loss Probability

Block Loss Probability for TDMA systems is the probability that an

information block does not reach the destination within tbe specified maximum

transfer time due to excessively long transfer delays or lost blocks. The

specified maximum transfer time is three times the Block Transfer Time

(ANSI, 1983). Since the B]ock Transfer Time is expected to be relatively

constant, the primary mechanism contributing to Block Loss Probabl]ity would be



the system mlsrouting or loslng blocks. Hisrouting blocks was discussed for

Block Misdeli_ery Probability. Losing blocks would be likely during deep fades

on systems not using any form of ARQ protocol. If an ARQ protocol is used, a

transmission error can cause a negative acknowledgement (NAK) to be changed to

a positive acknowledgement (ACK), thus blocks requiring retransmission would be

lost. Other Block Loss mechanisms include hardware and software "crashes"

where the system fails momentarily, losing all data in transit. Block Loss

Probability is included in the set of TDMA system performance parameters.

Extra Block Probability

Extra Block Probability is the probability that a duplicate block of user

information is delivered to the destination user. In systems using an

_Q protocol, an ACK that is lost or changed to a NAK causes the unacknowledged

information blocks to bc retransmitted. Extra Block Probability is included in

the set of TDMA system performance parameters.

User Information Bit Transfer Rate

The User Infor,aation Bit Transfer Rate for TDMA systems is defined as the

total number of successful bit transfers divided by the time required to

transfer them. It is the same as the Rb parameter used to specify the

throughput of types A and B communication satellites. Because _he TDMA systems

are connection oriented, no rate conversion occurs; thus, the input and output

data rates are equal as represented by case i of Figure 2. Therefore, either

the input or output may be examined for measuring the transfer rate. The User

Information Bit Transfer Rate is included in the set of TDMA system performance

parameters.

Transfer Denial Probability

Transfer denial for TDMA systems is the same as _or types A and B

communication satellite systems (see Section 3.1.2). It occurs when the

transmission quality of the link has degraded to a point where the Bit Error

Probability or User Information Bit Tr _sfer Rate is worse than the specified

threshold (see Section 2). Increased Pe due to sun outages and rain fades are

again the primary cause. Because the User Information Bit Rate is relatively

constant, it would not contribute to transfer denial. The limiting case of
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transfer denial probability is when the system is completely unavailable, i.e.,

I the system is "down" because of an equipment failure. The Transfer Denial

Probability is similar to the Outage parameter used in terrestrial microwave

systems and can be thought of as the inverse of system availability.

Therefore, it is included in the set of TDMA system performance parameters.

3.2.3 Disengagement

Disengagement, like access, depends on the specific network design and

user/system interfaces. Also, llke access, disengagement is applicable only to

the DAMA systems generating BTP changes in real time.

Disengagement Time

Disengagement Time is the elapsed time from a user _ssuing a circuit

disconnection request to when that user can make another circuit request.

Disengagement Time is one of the significant parameters for quantifying DAMA

system performance because it gives an indication of how soon a user may

establish another circuit. ._

Disengagement Denial Probability

Disengagement Denial Probability for DAMA systems is the probability that a

circuit is not disconnected after the users have issued disengagement requests.

The primary causes for disengagement denial are the same as those for incorrect

access--errors in the request or BTP generation and distribution. Because

these errors are rare due to the network error detection and correction

techniques, Disengagement Denial Probability is not included in the set of DAMA

system performance parameters.

3.2.4 Ancillary Parameters

The ancillary parameters quantify the impact on system performance due to

the user's interaction with the system. The following discussion identifies

and estimates the user's influence on system performance, described by the four

ancillary performance parameters, for the various TDMA systems.

l i User Fraction of Access Time

The User Fraction of Access Time is applicable to DAMA systems. It is the

time it takes a user to issue an access request and enter the destination
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address information (i.e., "dial the number"), and for the destination user to

answer. If the users are host computers transferring files, this parameter

would be small, thus Access Time would be dominated by the DAMA system

operation. But, if the users are human operators with telephones, Access Time

would be dominated by the users interactions. The User Fraction of Access Time

indicates how much involvement the user has in the system operation. This

parameter is included in the set of DAMA system performance parameters.

User Fraction of Block Transfer Time

The User Fraction of flock Transfer Time is the time it takes to generate a

block of user's data. If the users are host computers transferring files, the

user information blocks are usually ready for transfer; thus, the User Fraction

of Block Transfer Time would be small. However, if the users are human

operators, where the blocks are assembled at the user's terminal and the block

assembly depends on the operator's typing speed, the User Fraction of Block

Transfer Time becomes a significant part of the overall Block Transfer Time.

Because the User Fraction of Block Transfer Time is largely system independent

it is not included in the set of TDMA system performance parameters.

User Fraction of Input/Output Time

The User Fraction of Input/Output Time is the time it takes to enter and

extract blocks of user data. For computers transferring files, this parameter

would be small. But, with human operators, typing and reading speed would

dominate the input/output time. Because this parameter is _argely system

_ndependent, it is not included in the set of TDMA system performance

parameters.

User Fraction of Disengagement Time

The User Fraction of Disengagement Time is also applicable only to DAMA

systems and is the time it takes a user to eetez a disengagement request. As

with the User Fraction of Access Time, it is a measure of how much interaction

the user has with the system. Therefore, it is included in the set of DAMA

system performance parameters.
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3.3 Satellite-Augmented ISDN Systems

Demonstrations of ISDN service using satellite ].inks are currently under

way. These are primarily using the satellite as a trunk between ISDN switches

or a switch and the local user/network interface. For the broad bandwidth

interswitch trunks, simple type A and type B communication satellites, or any

of the TDMA systems are usable. For the relatively low bandwidth links between

ISDN switches and user/network interfaces, narrow-band TDMA systems using only

a part of a transponder (Pritchard and Sciulli, 1986) and very-small-aperture

terminals (VSATs) are appropriate.

The next step is for the satellite itself to become an ISDN switch.

Advanced satellites, like NASA's ACTS with onboard switching, (see Section 4)

would provide this capability. These satellites in a VSAT network would

support ISDN user/network interfaces at the basic 2B+D (144 kb/s) channel rate

or primary 23B+D (1.544 Mb/s) channel rate. Broadband DAMA satellite systems

would provide broadband-ISDN connectivity between ISDN switches, or act as a

b"oadband-ISDN switch for interconnecting high volume-users.

With co_unication satellite systems incorporated in ISDN, it is useful to

examine end-to-end system performance with tools such as ANS X3.102. Work has

already begun in this area with CCITT Recommendation G.821 for an end-to-end

bit error rate (BER) of i x 10.6 on satellite trunks for ISDN service

(Ports, 1987). The performance of the B-channels (connection oriented circuit

switched) can be quantified by the performance parameters identified for DAMA

satellite systems. The performance of the D-channels (packet switched) will

require the complete set of 21 performance parameters to fully describe their

performance.

End-to-end system performance experiments for these satellite-augmented

ISDNs can be designed using the ANS X3.141 framework discussed in Section 2.

These experiments would be fundamentally the same as DAMA satellite and

ACTS system performance experiments.

4. ACTS OVERVIEW, OPERATION, AND END-TO-END SYSTEM
P_FO_CE DEFINITIONS

The Advanced Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) is the third phase

of the NASA 30/20 GHz program. Phase one was the development of advanced

30/20 GHz communication satellite technologies and laboratory proof-of-concept
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(POC) models. Phase two was the development and refinement of these

technologies for space applications (Moy, 1986). And phase three, ACTS, is the

flight test bed for verifying the technology developments of the first two

phases. Some of the technology developments demonstrate are:

Ka-band operation with 30 GHz up-link and 20 GHz down-link radio

frequency (RF) components

dual power, 20 GHz, space-qualified traveling wave tube amplifiers

(TWTA)

Baseband Processor (BBP) for onboard baseband switching of the user's
data traffic

demand assignment multiple access (DAMA) operation

multibeam communication package (MCP) with cross-polarized, scanning,

spot beam antennas to facilitate frequency reuse

rain fade compensation via independent up-link and down-link forward

error correction (FEC) coding and link power control.

NASA is sponsoring the development and construction of ACTS. NASA will

launch ACTS with the space shuttle and provide operational support during a

two- to three-year experiment period. ACTS will be available free of charge to

private industry, universities, and local, state and Federal Government

agencies for conducting experiments and demonstrating the feasibility of its

advanced systems.

ACTS is not intended to be a revenue-generating communication satellite.

Its primary purpose is to demonstrate new technologies and ideas that may be

incorporated in an operational advanced satellite system. The final

architecture and protocols of commercia] systems may be vastly different from

ACTS. However, ACTS will provide a starting point for designing such an

advanced communication satellite systems.

ACTS will basically operate as a switched digital communication network.

As such, it becomes desirable to quantify its performance from the user's

perspective. This will provide a basis for evaluating how a commercial

advanced communication satellite system performs from the user's perspective

and will help identify the performance impact of the various ACTS technologies.

The primary focus of this section is to present a standard method for

quantifying ACTS system performance.
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The section is divided into three subsections. The first gives a brief

system overview and operation description of the ACTS low burst rate

(LBR) mode. The second discusses how the 21 ANS X3.102 performance parameters,

introduced in Section 2, relate to performance of the ACTS LBR mode. And the

third discusses the basic design requirements for an ACTS LBR system !

performance experiment using the framework of ANS X3.141.

4.1 ACTS Overview and Operation

This subsection provides a brief introductory description of the

ACTS LBR system and an overview of its operation. Inukai, et al. (1988),

Naderi and Campanella (1988), and Wright (1986) offer additional in-depth

information on the capabilities and operation of ACTS.

4 I.i ACTS LBR System Overview.

The ACTS LBR system is a true DAMA digital communication network using a _ii.

l-ms TDMA frame format. The network is a star topology with the satellite as :_

the central switching hub and the individual earth stations as the ends. It is

a connection oriented. The user's data are sent in packet-like segments with

address and control fields, but since there is only one switching node, the

packet path does not change from packet to packet. The address and control

fields of the packets form an "order wire," functioning like the common channel

interoffice signaling systems used by long-haul carriers. Through the order

wires, the user's request service, in 64 kb/s increments, from 64 kb/s up to

approximately 6.1 Mb/s. Therefore, from the user's per_-ective the ACTS

network behaves more like a circuit-switched network then a packet network.

Another advanced technology feature of ACTS is the multibeam communication

package (MCP). Multiple small uoverage area (approximately 150 km in diameter)

spot and scanning beam antennas with cross polarization are used instead of

global or wide area coverage antennas. This allows greater frequency reuse and

higher gain antennas on the satellite. Figure 6 illustrates the proposed ACTS

coverage area. During each l-ms TDMA frame, all earth stations requiring

service are illuminated. Like true DAMA satellite systems, the ACTS circuit

routing and coverage area can be programed in real time to accommodate changes

in user traffic demands.
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During each TDMA frame the spot beam (or scanning beam in the scan sector)

stops (dwells) on each area with active earth stations. During the dwell, each

earth station transmits and receives its user traffic. On the terrestrial

side, the earth stations receive a continuous data stream from the users (up to

6.144 Mb/s or 96 equivalent 64 kb/s voice circuits). The earth stations buffer

and segment this incoming data into 64-bit-long words. These words are

packaged into messages. At a predetermined slot in the TDMA frame, the

messages are transmitted in a ii0 Mb/s burst. These bursts are received at the

satellite, demodulated and demultiplexed back to the 64 kb/s baseband, and

stored in the BBP input memory. During the next frame, the contents of the

memory are transferred through the BBP routing switch to the appropriate BBP

output memory. Then during the third frame, the contents of the BBP output

memory are transmitted in a ii0 Mb/s burst in a TDM fashion during the

appropriate down link spot dwell. Thus, it takes three TDMA frames (3 ms) for

the signal to be processed through the satellite. The ACTS system will operate

in both point-to-point and pr_nt-to-multipoint (broadcast) modes.

Another ACTS techno _ demonstration is independent rain fade compensation

for the up link and down link. This is done with adaptive forward error

correction (FEC) coding and burst rate reduction. For example, if a rain fade

is detected on the up link, the up link signal is encoded with a rate-I/2

cenvolutional code and transmitted at a reduced burst rate, thus increasing the

link budget margin. When ::he signal is demodulated on board the satellite, it

is decoded and the original baseband bits are recovered. If fade compensation

is required on the down link, the signal is encoded on board the satellite and

transmitted at a lower burst rate to the destination earth station, again

increasing the link budget margin. Since it is unlikely that the originating

terminal up link and destination terminal down link will suffer rain fades

simultaneously, the signal is only encoded on the link that requires it; the

clear link is transmitted uncoded at the normal burst rate.

With onboard signal regeneration, FEC coding, and burst rate reduction, it

is possible to support single-hop VSAT-to-VSAT communications. With type A and

B communication satellite systems, if a VSAT wishes to communicate with another

VSAT, the traffic must first be routed to a large central hub terminal where it

is regenerated and retransmitted to the destination VSAT. This involves two

satellite hops, thus increasing the propagation delay and making voice
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communications difficult (Glen et al., 1976). However, with ACTS, the

satellite performs the function of the central hub station, thus reducing the

number of h)ps and facilitating acceptable voice communication.

4.1.2 ACTS LBR System Operation

The ACTS LBR system uses portions of the TDMA frame as order wire channels

to carry network control information. Figure 7 shows the flow of this control

information through the various TDM_ bursts of the up link and down link

frames. Figures 8 and 9 show the up link and down link TDMA frame structure in

greater detail, illustrating dwell time slot and fade control allocations.

The up link TDMA frame (Figure 8) starts in MCP spot dwell time slot number

one with a control burst (CB) from the master control station (MCS). The CB

contains the control instructions for the BBP data routing processor (DRP) and

outbound order wire information from the MCS to the user earth stations. The

CB is transmitted with FEC coding.

Next are the uncoded traffic bursts (UTB's) from the active user earth

stations. The UTB's contain the inbound order wire information and the user's

data traffic. One UTB per frame is sent from the NASA ground station (NGS) and

each active user station. If the NGS or a user station needs fade

compensation, the MCS instructs it to move the traffic bursts to the "Pooled

Fade Control Slots" shown in Figure 8 (b) and to send it as a coded traffic

burst (CTB). These bursts contain the inbound order wire and terminal traffic

but are transmitted during the special time slots with rate 1/2 FEC coding and

reduced burst rate.

The final burst in the up link TDMA frame is the transmit acquisition burst

(TAB) sent from user earth stations first entering the network. The TAB is

used for earth station timing acquisition and network synchronization. Like

the CB the TAB is also FEC coded.

The down link TDMA frame (Figure 9) starts in MCP spot dwell time slot

number one with the order wire burst (OWB) to the MCS. The OWB contains the

BBP status messages and an aggregate of the inbound order wire information from

all the active user earth stations. The OWB Js always sent with FEC coding.

Next is the reference burst (RB) containin F the outbound order wire

information and tracking error words (TEW's) for each earth station. (The

TEW's are used for keeping the earth stations synchronized with the network.)

4
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The RB is also FEC coded. Following the RB is the down link traffic burst

(DTB) carrying aJl the down link traffic for that particular dwell area. As

shown in Figure 9 (a), there is an RB and DTB for each dwell time slot. As

shown in Figure 9 (b), when an earth station in a particular dwell area needs

fade compensation, its coded traffic is appended to the RB and moved to a down

l_nk fade control slot. The uncoded traffic for the other user earth stations

is transmitted in their normal time slots.

The final down link burst is the receive acquisition burst (RAB). This is

transmitted to user earth stations first entering the network. Like the up

link TAB, the RAB is used for earth station timing acquisition and network

synchronization.. The RAB is also FEC coded.

The ACTS LBR TDMA frame is divided into 1728 slots or words, each 64 bits

long, equating to the 110.592 Mb/s transmission rate. Every 75th frame (every

75 ms) is declared a superframe. Tbe MCS sends one outbound order wire message

per frame, user earth stations send one inbound order wire message per

superframe.

Figure 10 shows the time sequence for establishing, using, and

disconnecting a 64 kb/s _CTS LBR circuit. The sequence begins with a user

signaling the originating user earth st _tion that he/she wishes to place a

call. The originating user's earth station transmits, via the inbound order

wire, a circuit request message containing the destination user's earth station

identification number and the circuit identification number. The circuit

identification number is used to identify the circuit throughout its existence

and consists of the terrestrial channel number and the originating user's earth

st_zion identification number. The circuit request message also has a station-

co-station communications field for terrestrial circuit signaling information.

After receiving and processing the circuit request message, the MCS

allocates up link and down link capacity and assigns TDMA frame slots. It also

stores thi:_ assignment information in an active circuit tile listing the

current resources allocated to each circuit in the network. It then sends a

c_rcuit assignment message via the outbound order wire to the circuits

originating and destination earth stations. This message contains the circuit

identification number, destination terminal number, up link and down link slot i

assignments, and down link portion of the station-to-station terrestrial !

circuit signaling information. _
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To accommodate the additional channels, the TDMA BTP must be modified. The

MCS initiates these modifications by sending outbound order wire burst

assignment and burst slot move messages to the affected earth stations. Also,

the BBP is instructed to update its BBP traffic route time plan (BBPTP),

reroutlng the reassigned bursts. The modified BTP and BBPTP are stored until

the MCS issues the BTP execute command, thus initiating the changes and

establishing the new circuits. If the MCS is unable to complete the request no

circuit assignment message is sent, the originating user will eventually

abandon the call if it is not connected.

The users initiate the circuit disconnect process by signaling their earth

station. The disconnecting earth station issues a circuit disconnect message,

containing the circuit identification number, via the inbound order wire. The

station then waits for a disconnect acknowledgement from the MCS before

disconnecting the circuit.

When the MCS receives the circuit disconnect request, it checks the active

$ circuit file for the circuit identified. If the circuit is listed, the

disconnect message is valid and the MCS proceeds with the disconnect process.

The MCS sends a disconnect acknowledgment message to both earth stations

carrying the circuit, instructing them to disconnect the circuit. If the

circuit listed in the circuit disconnect message is not in the MCS active

circuit f_le, the message is discarded. If the MCS needs the TDMA frame space

to accommodate new circuit requests, it will develop and distribute a new BTP.

If it does not need the frame space freed by the disconnect request, the

current BTP is not changed.

Large trunk circuits are established by making multiple requests for

64 kb/s circuits. Each request contains the same circuit connect parameters

but has a unique circuit identification number. The trunk is not available

until all the circuit assignments have been received and implemented. A

similar procedure applies to disconnecting the trunk. Disconnect requests for

each 64 kb/s circuit comprising the trunk is processed separately.

Broadcast connections are similarly established, except the circuit request

messages contain the same circuit identification number but with different

destination station numbers. As with the trunk circuits, the broadcast

connection cannot be used until a11 the circuits have been established,

Disengagement is more involved, If a nonoriginating user wishes to disconnect,
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that circuit is disconnected but the remaining circuits are still active.

However, if the originating user disconnects, all circuits are disconnected.

4.2 ACTS LBR System Performance Parameters

In order to use the ANS X3.102 performance parameters to quantify the

performance of advanced communication satellite systems such as ACTS, the

relationship and applicability of the 21 ANS X3.102 performance parameters to

the satellite system operation must be investigated. As was done in Section 3

for the various Tbe_ satellite communication systems, each ANS X3.102

performance parameter is examined and related to the ACTS LBR mode operation.

Included in this discussion is the examination of how and to what extent

various mechanisms within the ACTS LBR system affect the estimates for the

performance parameters. Table 5 identifies the performance parameters deemed

applicable to the ACTS LBR system.

4.2.1 Access

The exact method of user access to the ACTS LBR system depends on the

specific user/system interface used. The originating user requests a

connection then waits until the circuit is established and the destination user

has answered before transmitting any data. Since the ACTS LBR system is a true

DAMA satellite system generating new BTPs in real time, access function

performance is of interest.

Generic descriptions of the four performance parameters associated with the

access function are given in Section 2, Seitz and Grubb (1983), and

ANSI (1983).

Access Time

Access Time for the ACTS LBR system is the elapsed time from a user issuing

a service request to the start of the user's data transmission. It is assumed

that the user's earth station is synchronized to the network; thus, only the

call request _ust be processed. As described in Section 4.1.2, the circuit is

available for use only after the new BTP has been implemented. If many circuit

requests must be processed, the MCS may not issue a new BTP until all of the

requests can be served. Thus, Access Time may vary with the network traffic

load, the number of connection/disengagement requests, and the number of
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stations requiring FEC coding (FEC coding requires additional BTP changes).

Access Time is one of the most significant ACTS LBR system performance

parameters and is therefore included in the set of ACTS LBR system performance

|parameters.

Incorrect Access Probability

Incorrect Access would occur in the ACTS LBR system if there are undetected

bit errors in the inbound order wire address information to the MCS or the

BBPTP information from the MCS to the DRP. However, because cyclic redundancy

codes (CRC) are used within the order wire and control information fields,

undetected errors would be few. WRen an error is detected, the request is

ignored and access is denied. Therefore, because of this low probability of

occurrence and the difficulty in measuring the number of incorrect accesses,

the Incorrect Access Parameter is not included in the set of ACTS LBR system

performance parameters.

Access Denial Probability

Access denial for the ACTS LBR system would occur when the system is

operating close to capacity and thus would not be able to support an additional

circuit. In this case the BTP may not be able to accept any additional user

traffic, or the source or destination earth stations might not be able to

accommodate the extra bandwidth required for an additional circuit. System

capacity is reduced aud thus Access Denial Probability is increased if any

I earth stations in the particular dwell area require fade compensation. Also,
if the destination earth station does not have any terrestrial circuits

available, it will block the call (by issuing a disengagement request).

Minor system/component failures would also cause Access Denial, e.g., the

destination earth station is "down" or not yet synchronized to the net .rk.

Additionally, bit errors on the inbound order wire during a capacity request

would cause the MCS to ignore the request, thus denying access.

! Access Denial due to excessive delays is passible. The threshold for
T

access denial, as shown in Figure i, is defined as three times the mean system

i Access Time. Therefore, under excessively heavy traffic conditions the call
,_{ request processing time of the MCS may exceed this threshold, thus denying
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access. Also, if the MCS determines that the call cannot be completed, the

request is discarded.

Measuring the Access Denial Probability is useful for determining the true

system capacity and identifying hardware and software bottle necks. Therefore,

It is included in the set of ACTS LBR system performance parameters.

Access Outage Probability

Access outages in the ACTS LBR system can occur for a number of reasons:

the originating user's earth station is "down;" the capacity request messages

are rejected due to higher channel error rate from a heavy, local rain storm;

the MCS is not operational; or the satellite is scheduled for some other

experiment and thus not available for LBR use.

Ideally, in a fully operational system, worst-case values for the Access

Outage Probability would be in the range of I0-I to i0-_ (Seitz and

Grubb, 1983). In a nonrevenue generating system such as ACTS, the Access

Outage Probability is expected to be higher because of its experime_ital nature;

however, the consequences of access outage are not as severe as for revenue

generating networks. Therefore, Access Outage Probability is not included in

the set of ACTS LBR system performance parameters.

4.2.2 User Information Transfer

The user information transfer for the ACTS LBR system is like other

connection oriented digital communication systems. The path throu6n the system

for the user's data does nut change for the duration of the call.

The ANS X3.102 block-oriented user information transfer parameters are

associated with transporting user defined information units. Normally users

define block lengths that are compatible with their data processing equipment

or higher layer protocols, regardless of how the communication system packages

their data. However, because the ACTS LBR system handles all data in 64-bit

increments, when looking at system level performance, a block is defined as

64 user bits. This does not severely limit the usefulness of these performance

parameters as most common user defined blocks are integer multiples of 64 bits.

Generic descriptions of the ii performance parameters associated with the

user information transfer function are given in Section 2 and in Seitz and
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i Grubb (1983). These bit and block parameters are

transfer described

mathematically in ANSI (1983).

Bit Error Probability

The Bit Error Probabi]ity is the same parameter that is used in link

performance measurements and link power budget calculations of types A and B

satellite systems. It is a function of the channel signal-to-noise ratio and

transmission rate (see Appendix). The ACTS LBR system has a Bit Error

Probability design goa] of ]0-6 Because Bit Error Probability is one of the

most common measures of digital communication system performance it is included

in the set of ACTS LBR system performance parameters.

Bit Misdelivery Probability

In connection o_iented systems, such as ACTS, once a user information bit

enters the system it has only on_ path to follow and thus will reach the

desired destination. Also, because the ACTS LBR system handles the user data

in 64 bit blocks, it wo1:id be very unlikely that a single bit would be

misrouted. Therefore, Bit Misdelivery Probability is not included in the set

of ACTS performance parameters.

Bit Loss Probability

Again, once a user information bit enters the system it has only one path

to follow. However, if the user's system clock is not synchronized to the

local earth station clock, or the earth station clock is not synchronized with

ACTS, a "clock slip" can occur. If the read clock is slightly slower then the

write clock, the buffer will eventually fill and lose bits. Additionally, deep

fades on the link would cause large blocks of bits to be errored or lost, thus

contributing to the value of this parameter.

Even though the probability of losing a bit in the ACTS LBR system is low,

Bit Loss Probabi].ity is included in the set of system performance parameters.

Coupled with the Bit Error Probability, the Bit Loss Probability gives a good

indication of the transmission link performance and the systems immunity to

fades.
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Extra Bit Probability

Like the Bit Misdelivery Probability and Bit loss Probability, the Extra

Bit Frobability is very low for connection oriented systems. However, extra

bits can be generated by "clock slips." If the earth station's terrestrial

interface elastic buffer read clock is slightly faster then the write clock,

the buffer will empty, causing data bits to be clocked out twice and counted as

extra bits.

Even though the probability of receiving an extra bit in the ACTS LBR

system is low, the Extra Bit Probability is included in the set of system

performance parameters.

Block Transfer Time

Block Transfer Time counting starts when the first bit of a user

': information block crosses the originating user/system interface and ends when

,._: the same block crosses the destination user/'system interface. Block Transfer

!i Time is one of the significant ACTS LBR performance parameters and therefore

included in the set of parameters.

Block Error Probability

Due to the block processing nature of ACTS, if a bit error occurs, then by

definition a block error also occurs. Therefore, the measurement of Block

i Error Probability is also included in the ACTS LBR system performance

parameters.

Block Misdelivery Probability

The main causes for block misdelivery in the ACTS LBR system are errors in

the destination address information or switch control commands. These would be

undetected errors in the destination address field of the originating station's

inbound order wire or errors in the control link from the MCS to the BBP's DRP.

Errors in the BBP control link would cause the BBP to misroute the data, thus

_: contributing to Block Misdelivery. However, errors in the address information
:!

would cause an Incorrect Access and _hus be counted in the Incorrect Access
i

Probability calculation.

"i The probability of undetected errors in the order wire address field or BBP

control link are very low because of the CRC and FEC coding. Therefore, the
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Block Misdelivery Probability of the ACTS LBK system is expected to be low.

Because of this and the difficulty of collecting enough data to calculate the

probability with a high degree of reliability, the Block Misdelivery

Probability is not included in the set of ACTS LBR system performance

parameters.

Block Loss Probability

The primary mechanism contributing to Block Loss Probability would be

misrouted or lost blocks. Block loss would be possible during deep

transmission link fades. Since the ACTS LBR system does not use any form of

ARQ protocol, blocks transmitted during a deep fade would be lost.

Additionally, if the users are using an ARQ protocol and a transmission error

causes a NAK to be changed to an ACK, any blocks requiring retransmission would

be lost. Other Block Loss mechanisms include hardware and software "crashes"

where the system fails momentarily, losing all data in transit.

The Block Loss Probability for the ACTS LBR system is expected to be low,

with the main cause being transmission fades. Block Loss Probability is an

easy parameter to measure and therefore is included in the set of ACTS LBR

system performance parameters.

Extra Block Probability

Because the ACTS LBR system is connection oriented and does not use any

form of ARQ protocol, there is little chance for extra blocks to be generated

by the system. One probable case, however, would be if the BBP's output memory

was read twice before being overwritten with new data. A more likely cause

would be a user emplo_ .ag an ARQ protocol where an ACK is lost or changed to a

NAK, causing the unacknowledged, but error free information blocks to be

retransmitted.

Since the likelihood of the ACTS LBR system generating an extra block is

low and concerns about the performance of user's ARQ protocol are outside the

ACTS LBR system, the Extra Block Probability is not included in the set of

ACTS LBR system performance parameters.
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User Information Bit Transfer Rate

For the ACTS LBR system the User Information Bit Transfer Rate is the basic

user rate of 64 kb/s, where the input rate and output rate are equal as

represented by case i of Figure 2. Therefore, User Information Bit Transfer

Rate is included in the set of ACTS LBR system performance parameters.

Transfer Denial Probability

Transfer Denial for the ACTS LBR system occurs when the transmission

quality of the link has degraded to a point where the Bit Error Probability or

User Information Bit Transfer Rate are worse than a specified threshold.

ANSI (1983) defines this threshold for the Bit Error Probability as the fourth

root of its specified value, and for the User Information Bit Transfer Rate as

one third of its specified value. Sun outages and rain fades cause the Bit

Error Probability to increase, thus contributing to transfer denial. The

limiting case of transfer denial is when the system is completely unavailable,

i.e., the system is "down" due to equipment or software failure. Transfer

Denial Probability can be thought of as the inverse of system availability.

Because system availability is often used to specify communication s_te]lite

system performance, Transfer Denial Probability becomes a valuable parameter

and is therefore included in the set of ACTS LBR system performance parameters.

4.2.3 Disengagement

The disengagement function for the ACTS LBR system is the same as for other

connection oriented data communication system. Generic descriptions oi the two

performance parametecs associated wit:h the disengagement function are given in

Section 2 and in Seitz and Grubb (1983). These parameters are described

mathematically in ANSI (1983).

Disengagement Time

The counting of Disengagement Time for the ACTS LBR system starts when

users signal their earth station that: they wish to disengage the call. The

user's earth station then issues a Circuit Disconnect message to the MCS via

the inbound order wire. The MCS in turn issues a Disconnect Acknowledgment to

the earth stations via the outbound order wire. The counting of Disengagement

Time ends when the users issue another access request, If there are manv
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circuit requests, the MCS may not issue a new BTP until all the requests are

processed; thus, Disengagement Time may vary with the network traffic load, the

number of connection/disengagement requests, and number of terminals requiring

FEC coding. Disengagement Time is a significant performance parameter relating

to the ACTS LBR system performance. Therefore, it is included in the set of

ACTS LBR system performance parameters.

Disengagement Denial Probability

Disengagement denial for the ACTS LBR system could occur due to

transmission bit errors during a Circuit Disconnect request or Disconnect

Acknowledgment. If the MCS receives an invalid Circuit Disconnect request,

i.e., the circuit identified in the request is not on the active circuit list,

the request is ignored. The earth station issuing the request will repeat the

disengagement request if it does not receive a Disconnect Acknowledgment within

a specified time. During deep fades, several Circuit Disconnect requests could

be issued before the MCS acknowledges. Thus, there is the possibility that a

Disengagement Denial would be declared due to excessive request pro_essing

delay.

Because the ACTS LBR system uses CRCs on the order wire commands and FEC

coding during fades, Disengagement Denial Probability would be insignificant.

Therefore, Disengagement Denial Probability is not included in the set of

ACTS LBR system performance parameters.

4.2.4 Ancillary Parameters

Because these parameters rely entirely on the user, they are not included

in the set of ACTS LBR system performance parameters. This is not to imply

that they are unimportant. An estimate of their impact on system performance

is useful for identifying performance problems and developing methods to

improve the systems ease of use. The following discussion identifies and

roughly estimates some of the user's influence on system performance for the

four ancillary performance parameters.

User Fraction of Access Time

The User Fraction of Access Time for the ACTS LBR system is the time it

takes the originating user to input the destination address information
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(i.e., "dial the number") and destination user to answer. This can take a

significant amount of time as the ACTS LBR system uses a "four-way handshake"

protocol to establish a circuit. If the users are host computers transferring

files, this parameter would be small and Access Time would be dominated by the

ACTS LBR system. If the users are human operators with telephones, the User

Fraction of Access Time would be the dominant portion of Access Time.

User Fraction of Block Transfer Time

If the users are host computers transferring files, the user information

blocks are ready for transfer; thus, the User Fraction of Block Transfer Time

would be very small. If they are human operators, and the user information

blocks are assembled at the user's terminal, the block assembly depends on the

operator's typing speed. 'f_'_s, the User Fraction of Block Transfer Time can

become a significant part of the overall Block Transfer Time.

User Fraction of input/Output Time

With computers transferring files, this parameter would be small. IIowever,

with human operators, typing and reading speed would dominate the input/output

time.

User Fraction of Disengagement Time

Once a user has issued a disconnect request, the ACTS "BR system processes

the request and disengages the circuit. The only user dependency is how

quickly the disengagement request is entered into the syste:a.

Table 5 identifies the system performance parameters applicable _or

quantifying the ACTS LBR system performance. The parameters not deemed

applicable describe relatively rare system performance outcomes, and typically

require long observation periods and more elaborate measurement equipment to

gather enough data to esti_nate kh_ parameter with high confidence. [n many

cases the effects of these rare events also affect common system perform_mce

outcomes, e.g. , Bit Error Probability, and are thus already accounted for.

This is not to imply that: only the parameters identified are useful for

quantifying system performance. Wit:h enot,gh resources (.' ime, money,

personnel), measurement experiments using all 21 ANS X3. 102 para,neters could be

conducted.
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4.3 ACTS System Performance Experiment Design Considerations

Two ANS X4.141 measurement objectives are proposed for an ACTS LBR system

performance experiment: absolute performance characterization (i.e., determine

the system performance baseline); and analysis of factor effects (i.e.,

determine how different system configurations affect the overall system

performance). Table 6 lists some of the ACTS LBR system factors (system

configurations) and their levels that could be measured. The most significant

factors are the different data rates, the effect of the fade compensation, and

performance as a function of traffic load.

4. 3.1 ACTS User/System Interfaces

The first task when designing a user-oriented system pe_formance experimeht

is to identify the user/system interface. Figure ii illustrates the basic

ACTS LBR user/system interfaces options. The primary interface point is the

ACTS Central Office (CO) equipment, which looks and functions like a

terrestrial, telephone system central office. The specific u.._r interface data

rates and protocols depend oil the interface options implemented in t,,e ACTS CO,

but the basic intent is for ACTS to appear to the users like a terrestrial

telephone system. The user goes "off hook" (or instructs their modem to go off

hook), receives a "dial tone," dials the number, hea_-s a "ring-back" fr_m t_,_

destination, and waits for the destina_:ion user to answer.

The physical _ ?ference between ACTS and terrestr',:] telephone systems ends

at the _r;er/system interface. As shown in Figure i], the host computer in the

earth station performs the control functions in place of a human cverator or

stand-alone computer controlling the (:O equipment. This ho'_t maintai is the

CO's routing table, receives t,a local user busy indications from the CO,

receives satellite trunk requests from the CO, and formats t}'e inbom,d order

wire requests to the MCS. The host also receives BTP control, signaling, and

traffic routing instructions from the M(:S via the outbound order wire.

4.3.2 ACTS LBR System l,evel Reference Events

Another task when de._igning an ACTS I,BR system ,_erformance experiment is to

map the ACTS LBR system operation into the nine ANS X_.141 system-independent

reference events discussed in Sectio,: :'. "this facilitates the identification
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Table 6. ACTS Performance Factors and Levels

!L Perf_;mance Factor

Data Rate LBR Mode:

64 kb/s

1.544 Mb/s (TI)

6.312 Mb/s (T2)

Rain Fade Conditions Clear Weather:

With FEC

Without FEC

Rainy Weather:
with FEC

Without FEC

User Locations Same Scan Sector, Same Spot Beam

Same Scan Sector, Different Spot Beam
Different 3can Sector

Terminal Types MICRO-I ACTS Terminal (VSAT)
MICRO-2 ACTS Terminal (VSAT)

LBR-I ACTS Te_mlnal

LBR-2 ACTS Terminal

Terminal Protocols ISD_

Packet

Other

Traff'c Busy Hour:
Voice only

Data only
Mixed voice and data

Non-Busy Hour:
Voice only

Data only
Mixed voice and data
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and recording of the performance-significant interface events for the data

extraction part of the ANS X3.141 measurement process. The following is a

mapping of the ACTS system operation into these reference events.
[

i Access Request

An Access Request occurs when the originating user signals the earth

station that he/she wishes to call another user. The originating user's earth

station then formats and transmits a circuit request message, which contains

the destination address, via its inbound order wire to the MCS. A circuit is

established following the process outlined in Section 4.1.2. The occurrence of

an access request signifies the start of the access time measurement.

Nonoriginating User Commitment

The originating user receives a "ring-back" signal while the destination

user is being signaled. The Nonoriginating User Commitment occurs when the

nonoriginating (destination) user answers the call. Incorrect access is

eliminated as a possible access outcome when the desired destination user

answers the call.

System Blocking Signal

System Blocking Signals are issued only when the originating user's earth

station cannot accommodate the ca]l. The originating user is not notified if

the call is blocked within the ACTS LBR system (destination earth stations or

i MCS). If the MCS cannot process the call request, the request is ignored and
the originating user will eventually abandon the call.

User Blocking Signal

A User Blocking Signal is issued when the destination user is either busy

(the originating user receives a "busy tone") or does not answer. As defined

in ANSI (1983), a call attempt blocked by the destination user is exc]uded from

the system performance measurements.

i
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Start of Block Input To System

The Start of Block Input to System occurs when the first bit of user

information crosses the originating user/system interface. The measurement of

access time is stopped when this event occurs.

Start of Block Transfer

Because the ACTS LBR system is connection-oriented, the Start of Block

Transfer coincides with the Start of Block Input to the system. The

measurement of block transfer time is started when this event occurs.

End of Block Transfer

The End of Block Transfer occurs when the last bit of the user-defined

information block crosses the destination user/system interface. The

measurement of block transfer time is stopped when this event occurs.

Disengagement Request

A Disengagement Request occurs when either the originating or destination

user signals his/her earth station to disconnect the call. The earth station

then formats and transmits a circuit disconnect message via the inbound order

wire to the MCS. The earth station originating the disconnect request waits

for con[irmation from the MCS before taking any further action. If

confirmation does not arrive before a time out expires, the earth station

retransmits the circuit disconnect message. The first Disengagement Request

issued signifies the start of the disengagement time measurement.

Disengagement Confirmation

Upon reception of a circuit disconnect message, the MCS determines the

validity of the request by checking its list of active circuits for the one

identified in the disconnect message. If the circuit is on the list, the MCS

sends a disconnect acknowledgment message via the outbound order wire to both

earth stations using the circuit. If the circuit is not on the list, the

circuit disconnect message is discarded. The Disengagement Confirmation allows

both users to place other calls. The measurement of disengagement time is

stopped when the user making the original disengagement request is able to

pla_ _.other ca] is.
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4.3.3 Typical ACTS LBR Session

The above reference events are extremely useful for developing call session

profiles. With these session profiles and details about the specific

user/system interfaces, the relevant interface events needed for the data

extraction step of the measurement process can be identified.

A system level session profile for a typical ACTS LBR call is illustrated

in Figure I0, with the applicable primary and ancillary reference events

identified. (see ANSI [1987] for a discussion on ancillary reference events.)

In this session, the originating user initiates the call, transfers data, and

then disengages the call. No user data or acknowledgments are transferred from

the destination user back to the originating user. Figure 12 illustrates in

greater detail the ACTS LBR system actions during a successful access request.

The session begins with the originating user going "off hook," thus issuing

an Access Request (primary reference event I) as the interface event. The

originating user receives a "dial tone" from the local ACTS CO, indicating that

he/she may enter the destination user's address. The system processes the

request, signaling the destihation user. The originating user receives a

"ring-back" indicating that the destination user is being signaled. There are

no primary reference events associated with this system event at the

originating user's interface.

.I The destination user co_,_its to the session by answering the call (going

"off hook"), thus initiating reference event 2 as the interface event. The

originating user receives the indication that the destinatlon user is willing

to communicate. Again there is no primary reference event associated with this

interface event.

The originating user starts the communication secsion, thus initiating

reference events 5 and 6. There is no primary reference event defined for the

interface event of the destination user receiving the data.

The communication session continues in this fashion until the last bit of

user information has been transferred across the origination user/system

interface. As shown in Figure I0 and in greater detail in Figure 13, after the

last bit of user information has entered the system, the originating user

issues a disconnect request (primary reference event 8), to its local interface

(user goes "on hook" When the destination user receives this last bit of the
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user data, reference event 7 has occurred. The destination user then issues a

disconnect request to its local interface.

Finally, after processing the disconnect requests, the MCS issues a

disconnect acknowledgment (primary reference event 9) to both user's earth

stations. If there is a need to accommodate additional circuit requests, the

MCS will develop and distribute a new BTP. At this time the system is

available for another call.

Session profiles similar to Figures i0, 12, and 13 can be drawn for the

ACTS LBR system high-volume trunk and broadcast modes. The main difference is

the need for multiple access and disconnect requests to establish the extra

circuits.

Access requests can be blocked at several locations in the ACTS LBR system,

thus contributing to the Access Denial Probability and Access Outage

Probability discussed in Section 4.2.1. A cause of access blocking is shovel in

Figure 14 where the MCS ignores the circuit request. This would be due to the

system operating close to or at capacity or the circuit request message was

received in error and thus ignored. In this case the originating user will

eventually go back "on hook," abandoning the call attempt if the connection is

not made. Another form of access blocking occurs when the destination earth

station cannot process the call request. This woula be due to equipment

problems with its local CO or lack of available CO trunks. As shown in

Figure 15, when the destination earth station is blocking the call, it sends a

circuit disconnect message to the MCS. No indication of blocking is sent to

the originating user, however, and they will eventually go back "on hook,"

abandoning the call attempt.

One final form of access blocking occurs when the destination user is busy.

As shown in Figure 16, the destination ACTS CO notes that the destination user

is busy and sends a "busy tone" back to the originating user indicating user

blocking (primary reference event 4). The originating user goes back "on

hook," initiating a normal circuit disconnect sequence.

4.3.4 ACTS LBR System Performance Experiment Configuration

Figure 17 shows the ACTS LBR system configuration for system performance

measurement experiments between a single user pair. During the experiments

both users have 80286-class PCs running special experiment control and data
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collection programs. The originating user's computer automatically calls the

destination user's computer, transfers a preset number of pseudorandom

datafiles, and then disconnects the call. Both user/system interfaces are

monitored. At each step of the access, transfer, and disengagement functions,

the relevant interface events are recorded and time stamped. Files of these

time stamped reference events along with copies of the transferred data files

are stored in both user's computers. In the data reduction step of the

measurement process, estimates of the "speed" parameters are generated from the

time-stamped reference event files and estimates of the "accuracy" and

"reliability" parameters are generated by comparing the source and destination

copies of the pseudorandom data files.

5. CONCLUSION

It has been established that the ANSI system performance standards can be

used to measure and compare the performance of vastly different communication

systems, most notably communication satellite systems. Using this "corn,non

yardstick" has mar,y adv;_.tages: identifying what a particular system does best"

helping to identify areas within a system that can be changed to improve

performance, or pinpointing areas where costs can be reduced without serio_is

impact on system performance; determining which co,npeting system bes_ fits a

user's needs" identifying the deficient vendor in multivendor systen.." and

having the methods and tools to conduct repeatable system performance

experiments.

By using these system Derformance standards for quantifying existing

com,nunication satellite system performance, t:hc satellite service providers can

market their product against terrestrial long-haul systems to relatively

uneducated users. Users can easily evaluate how well these satellite systems

compare with ot:her transmission systems, how well these satellite systems muet

their requirements, and how w_rious configurations or factors affect: the

performance of these satellit., sy.,:cems.

By using these system pertormance standards for quant i fying ACTS

communication system pc rformance, the improvement s brought about by the

advanced technology can be assessed and _,_eas of improvemE,nt can bo id_,nti[ied

for use in future advanced communication satell ire systems. Addit ional ly,
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efficient control protocols can be designed and evaluated for new generations

of switched satellit_ systems.

Fin=fly, as communication satellites like ACTS become pven more advanced

and the TDM switchIL,g becomes more sophisticated, one can envision the

_ate]lite as the central hub of a large, broadband ISDN. These satellite-

augmented ISDN's could b_ part of a long-haul carrier's system, supplement a

regional carrier's remote service area access, interconnect .,obile

communication servines directly with local or long-.haul communication systems,

or occommodate "software bundled" private ISDNs tot many geographically

dispersed companies or instituticns. In trying to market any of these diverse

services, demonstrating and specifying the system performance in terms of the

standards discussed here becomes critical.
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APPENDIX: LINK BUDGET CALCULATIONS

This appendix gives a brief overview of the basic communication satellite

link budget calculation. It concludes with a sample link budget cale_ _tion

using link parameters for the high burst rate (HBR) reference station o the

NASA Advanced Communications Technology SateJlite (ACTS) system.

Link power budgets can be constructed for any radio frequency (rf)

_ transmission system. Like any budget (financial or transmission link), the

assets (transmit power and anten_la gain) are summed and the liabilities

(propagation losses, system losses, and thermal noise) are subtracted giving a

net worth (C/No). The general rf link power budget _quation is (all quantities

are in decibels [dB])

C/No = EIRP + G/T s Lfs Lm_ c + BO - k [1]

where

C/No is the carrier-to-noise density ratio in dBHz,

! EIF.P is the equivalent isotopically radiated power in dBW,

G/Ts is the receive station figure of merit, gain-to-system noise

i temperature ratio in dB/K,

Lf_ is the free space loss in dB,

Lms c is miscellaneous propagation and system losses in dB,

BO is the required satellite transponder back-off in dB, and

'_ k = -228.6 dBJ/K, is Boltzmann's constant.

This equation is used for both the up link and down link of the satellite

i system. Fehe " (1983) and Pritchard and Sciulli (1986) give detailed

!_ derivations of this equation along with many examples of its application.

i In commt .ation satellite link performance calculations, C/No is the

! result of th_ ink power budget calculation and primary parameter used in

!_ capacity calculations. The numerator, C, is the received carrier power. The

i denominator, No, is the received nois_, power normalized to a 1 Hz bandwidth.

f In ]:_,k design calculations, C/No is a specified requirement that the link

i design must meet. An equivalent e_pression is C/kT., (kT_ - No), where k is

Boltzmann's constant (I 38 x 10.23 J/K) and T, is the equivalent noise
i
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temperature of the system, measured in Kelvin (K). The concept of equivalent

noise temperature is covered in detail in Pritchard and Sciulli (1986).

Another common expression is C/N, the carrier-to-noise ratio, where N is the

i total noise power in a specified bandwidth B (N - B x No).

The numeric expression for equivalent isotropically radiated power (EIRP)

is the transmitter output power (Pt) multiplied by the transmit antenna

mainbeam gain (G_)

EIRP - Pt x Gt [2]

Very often, when parabolic antennas are used, the antenna diametem and

operating frequency are given in place of Gt . From these, the antenna gain is

calculated by

Gt - y(_d/X) z [3]

where

- the antenna efficiency, typically 0.55,

d - the antenna diameter in meters, and

- the wavelength.

The receive station figure of merit (G/Ts) is the ratio of the receive

antenna gain, G, to the system noise temperature, Ts . The receive antenna gain

is calculated in the same way as the transmit antenna gain above. From

Jennings (1982), the system noise temperature is calculated by

Ts - TA/_ + T2 +TE [4]

where

TA - the antenna noise temp_:ature, K,

- the resistive losses (numeric) between the antenna and the

receiver (usually the LNA which is the first component of

the receiver),
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T2 - the contribution to system noise temperature due to resistive
losses,

-(I - I/_)290K, and [5]

TE _ the equivalent noise temperature of the receiver, which
includes the LNA.

The receive station figure of merit, being a widely used parameter, is

available for the majority of receiver systems (earth station or satellite)

studied. If it is not stated in the system specification, it can be calculated

as shown in Jennings (1982).

The free space loss, Lfs, is the propagation loss due to "spreading loss"

of the transmitted signal and written numerically as

Lfs - (4_R/A) 2 [6]

where

R = the distance from the earth station to the satellite in meters.

= the wavelength in meters.

Other losses in the rf link are accounted for in Lms c These include

waveguide, polarization, pointing losses, and rain fade margin. If these

losses are not specified, a value of 3 to 5 dB for C-band applications is

typically assumed. For higher fre%uency bands such as ka, these losses become

more significant and difficult to predict. For example, NASA allocates 17.8 dB

for Lms=, (8 dB for rain loss), on the HBR reference station down link during

anticipated maximum rain fade conditions.

I Much work has been done in the develJpment of statistical rain attenuation

models. Most efforts are based on the probability of point-rain-rates

exceeding _ certain percentage of the year for a given rain climate region. A

detailed application of these models can be found in Pritchard and Sciulli

(1986) and Flock (1988).

Satellite transponder back-L,ff, BO, is used to co_,,,l the intermodulation :

distortion (noise) generated in the tran_[_onder output p-wer amplifier

(traveling wave tube ampli[ier [TwTAi _r solid-state power amplifier [SSPA]).
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Intermodulation distortion is geuerated when the amplifier is operated in the

nonlinea_ portion of its transfer cu;ve (the amplifier is saturated). To

leduce this distortion, the power amplifier is "backed off," i.e., operated

_ bel. v saturation. Amplifier manufacturers supply transfer characteristic

curxes from _hich the required back-off for the system can be determined.

Intermodu!ation distortion is more prevalent in FM/FDM/FDMA systems with

multiple carriers and contributes to the quantities known as AM-AM and AM-PM ]

co_ .0ersion and crosstalk. Jennings (1982) and Pritchard and Sciulli (1986)

i di_ ,tss the impact on the overall system C/No of intermodulation distortion
__ cau.ed by multiple carriers within a single _ransponder and intermodulation

ii bet._een adjacent transponders However, when the transponder is sufficiently

"backed off," these effects are usually small and can be absorbed in the

miscellaneous losses entry.

Problems with intermodulation distortion highlight the advantages of i

digital modulation and TDMA systems, _ith most digital modulation techniques, _

the signal has a constant envelope, thus reducing the AM-AM and AM-PM

conversion and intermodulation products. With TDMA systems there is only one

carrier present at a time, thus intermodulation distortion is e,,en further
J

reduced. This allows the transponder to be operated closer to saturation, thus

increasing the down link EIRP. However, there is still the -_otential for j
!

intermodulation distortion due to edjacent transponders. _i

There are two ways to implement back-off: Input back-off (BOi), where the i

Jpower flux density at the satellite receive antenna is reduced, snd output

back-off (BOo) , where the satellite power amplifier gain is reduced. When il

using input back-off, the receive power flux density required to operate the

satellite transponder power amplifier at saturation is defined as _, the

saturated power flux density, and given (expressed as dBW/m 2) by

- EIRPup L_sup - Lmscu p + 4_/_ 2 + BOi [7]

The maximum saturated power flux density is typically specified by the

satelli_e carrier. Equation [7] is then used to calculate the required up link

EIRP. When using output back-off attenuation is inserted in the transponder to

ceduce the power amplifier gain by the desired output back-off BOO .
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The current generation of communication satellites favors output back-off, i;

This allows a higher EIRP on the up link and thus a higher C/Noup. Satellite •

carriers such as !NTELSAT set limits on the maximum allowable power flux i:t

density to -84.0 dBW/m 2 for multicarrier operation with global coverage

antennas (Jennings, 1982). The disadvantage of output back-off is that it

requires extra satellite hardware and control links for adjusting the

transponder gain.

Overall link performance is a combination of up link, down link, and _i

intermodulation carrier-to-noise density ratios. Mathematically it is _

expressed as
if:
?

C/NoT-I= C/NOupi + C/Noan-1+ C/Noi-1 [8] !i

where C/No i is due to the intermodulation products generated in the satellite _ :

transponder power amplifier. (Note: this expression uses the numeric not the

decibel, values of these quantities.) With the total link carrier-to-noise

density ratio, system capacity can be calculated.

Analog transmission _ystem capacity is based on the required (specified

according to application) baseband signal-to-noise ratio (Sb/Nb). For

_ amplitude modulated (AM) systems, the baseband signal-to-noise ratio and

iiI received carrier-to-noise density ratio are related by
_ SB/N b = C/No x I/B, [9]ii
; where

i

B - the modulated signal bandwidth and 'ii

- 2 x fm (twice the highest baseband frequency, fm)"

For frequency modulated (FM) systems, the baseband signal-to-noise ratio and

received carrier-to-noise density ratio (for single channel per carrier [SCPC]

systems) are related by

Sb/N b - 3m2 x i/2f m x C/No [i0]

whe re
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fm - the highest 1"nseband frequency,

m - the modulation index and

•Aflfm

af - the peak frequency deviation.

An approximate FM baseband bandwidth is found from Carson's rule

B - 2fm(m + I)o [ii]

From these bandwidths and maximum frequencies, system channel capacity can be

calculated. Pritchard and Sciulli (1986) do this for various channel multiplex

hierarchies. They also expand these basic equations to cover multiple channel

per carrier and television applications, including preemphasis and psophometric

weighing factors typically specified FM multiplex systems.

System capacity calculations for digital transmission systems are somewhat

simplified. The basic unit of measure is the bit energy-to-noise density ratio

(Eb/No). For BPSK Eb/No is directly related to C/No by

Eb/No = C/No x Tb [12]

where

Tb = the transmitted bit duration in seconds and

= i/Rb (the inverse of the transmitted bit rate).

For power limited satellite communication systems, Figure A-I shows the

theoretical relationship between bit error probability and Eb/No. In practical

systems this relationship also depends on the modulation techniques and error

correction coding used, Feher (1983) and Whalen (1971) discuss at length, the

I:i relationships of Pe, Eb/No, modulation, and coding.
With the required Pe, and knowledge of the modulation techniques and error

correction coding used, the required Eb/No can be found from graphs like

Figure A-I. From this, and the satellite link C/No, the channel transmitted

bit rate can be found by
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Figure#-i. Bit error ratevs. Eb/No.
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Rb - (CINo)/(Eb/No). [13]

The user's data rate is related to the transmitted bit rate by the modulation

technique and error correction coding used. In TDMA systems, the user's data

rate also depends on the length of the TDMA frame and number of overhead bits

in the various control and synchronization fields. Feher (1983) and Pritchard

and Sciulli (1986) discuss TDMA frame structures, synchronization techniques,

and system capacity calculations.

Using the _elationsh_p of Eb/No and Pe from Figure A-l, the advantage of

onboard digital signal regeneration is easily shown. For example

let Eb/Noup = 10.5 dB, and

EblNOdn = 10.5 dB,

from Figure A-I,

Peup = Pedn = i x 10-6

For systems with onboard digital regeneration the total probability of error is

the sum of the error probabilities for each link. Therefore,

Petota I _ Peup + Pedn [14]

= (I X 10-6 ) + (i X 10-6 )

= 2 x i0-8

For systems without regeneration the total system Eb/No is first be calculated

(using numeric values)

- -I + (Eb/NO)dn-1 [15]i, (Eb/No)T I = (Eb/NO)u p

(ll.22)up -I 4- (11.22)dn -I

Therefore, the total system Eb/No = 5.61, yielding,

(Eb/NO)T w 7.5 dB,

from Figure A-I,
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Thus, with onboard regeneration, a significant improvement in error performance

is achieved. Another way to look at this is, for a given Pe, the required

transmit power can be reduced when using onboard digital signal regeneration.

The following example demonstrates link power budget calculations for the

NASA ACTS HBR system operating as a SS/TD;_A communication satellite. The

following parameters apply to the NASA ACTS HBR reference station in Cleveland,

Ohio.

Up link frequency: 29.68 GHz

Do_.m link frequency: 19.96 GHz

Earth station transmitter power: 14.0 dBW

Satellite transmitter power: 9.0 dBW
Earth station antenna diameter: 4.7 m '!

Satellite receive antenna diameter: 2.2 m _!

Satellite transmit antenna diameter: 3.3 m ]
Earth station antenna efficiency: 0.60

Earth station antenna temperature: 150 K

Satellite receive antenna temperature: 150 K _

Up link receive system losses: 0.80 dB

Down link receive system losses: 1.60 dB

Up link receiver equivalent noise temperature: 715.5 K

Down link receiver equivalent noise temperature: 2354.8 K

Path length (for C]eveland): 37,851.6 km

Up link Polarizer loss: 1.2 dB

Up link receive loss: 1.8 dB
Down link receive loss: 0.5 dB

Up link pointing loss: 0.5 dB

Down link pointing loss: 0.5 dB

Up link transmit feed loss: 3.0 dB
Down link transmit feed loss: 2.6 dB

Up link atmospheric loss: 0.8 dB

Down link atmospheric loss: 0.6 dB
Down link transmit antenna loss: 4.0 dB

Up link data rate (burst): 220 Mb/s

Down link data rate (burst): 220 Mb/s

Down link modem implementation loss: 3.0 dB

The up link EIRP:

EIRPup " Pt x Gt i!

where _'

Pt " 14.O dBW (25.12 watts), transmit power

J
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Gt _ _(_d/_) 2, transmit antenna gain

= 0.6 (given), transmit antenna efficiency

d - 4.7 m (given), transmit antenna diameter

= c/f

c - 2.99 x 108 m/s (assumed)

f - 29.68 x 109 Hz (given), up link frequency

Therefore, A = 2.99 x 108 ms/29.68 x 109 Hz = 10.074 x 10-3 m.

Therefore,
Gt = 0.6 (_(4.7)/I0.074 x i0-3) 2

= 1.289 x 106 (61.1 dB)

Therefore,

EIRP=p = (25.12)(1.289 x 106 )

= 32.380 x 105 (75.1 dBW)

The up link G/Ts:

G_ = N(_d/l) 2, receive antenna gain

- 0.55 (assumed), receive antenna efficiency

d = 2.2 m (given), receive antenna diameter

_ 10.074 x I0-_ m (from EIRPup calculation)

Therefore,
GR = 0.55 (_(2.2)/i0.074 x10-3) 2

= 258.880 x 103 (54.1 dB)

Receive antenna loss: Polarizer loss 1.2 dB

R_ceive loss 1.8 dB

Pointing loss 0.5 dB
Loss = 3.5 dB

Therefore, G _ GR - L_ss

b4.1 dB - 3.5 dB

= 50.6 dB (115.640 x 103 )

T_ - TA/2 + 12 + TE, system temperature

T_ - 150 K (given), antenna temperature

2 - 0.8 dB (given), receive system losses
converting to numeric values; _ _ 1.2
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T2 - (I - i/_) x 290, equivalent loss temperature

- (1 - 1/1.2) x 290

k - 48.3 K.

k TE = 715.5 K (given) receiv_ equivalent noise temperature

_i Therefore, Ts = 150/1.2 + 48.3 + 715.5ii
!ii - 888.8K.
_ Therefore, G/T s = 115.64 888.8 x 103 = 130.11 (21.1 dB/K).

The up l_.nk free space loss, L_s:

Lfs = (4 _ R/A) 2

_: R = 37, 851.6 Km (given for Cleveland)

_ = 10.074 x I0 -3 m (from EIRPup calculation)

L_ - (4_(37,851.6 x 10a)/10.074 x 10 -a)

= 2.2294 x I02_ (213.5 dB).
Up link miscellaneous loss, 1_=:

Transmit feed loss = 3.0 dB

Pointing loss = 0.5 dB

Atmospheric loss - 0.8 dB

Lm_ c = 4.3 dB

The up link power flux density at Satellite, _:

i @ = EIRPup Lfs - l_s c + (4_r/IR)dB

!_ 4_/_ 2 - 4_/(I0.074 X I0-3) z

I = 123.82 X i0_ (50.9 dB/mZ).

!
_: Therefore, _ = 75.1 dBW - _13.5 dB - 4.3 dB + 50.9 dB/m z

= - 91.8 dBW/m z.

Since this HBR mode operates as a TDMA system, "back-off" is not needed.

BO i - BOO - 0 dB.
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Therefore, the Link power budget for the tp link is

C/No - EIRPup + G/T s L_, - Lms c + KdB

= 75.1 dBW + 21.1 dB/R - 213.5 dB 4.3 dB + 228.6 dBJ/K

IO/ dB Hz (50.12 x 109).

The up link Eb/No:

Eb/No _ C/N o x Tb

Tb - I/R b -1/220 x 106 , transmit bit duration

Eb/No _ 50.12 x i0_/220 x 106

- 227.81 (23.6 dB).

The down link EIRP:

EIRPdn " PT X GT

where Pr _ 9 dBW (7.9 watts), transmit power

G_ = _ (_d/A) 2, transmit antenna gain

= 0.55 (assumed), transmit antenna efficiency

d = 3.3 m (given), transmit antenna diameter

- c/f

c = 2.99 x 10s m/s (assumed)

f- 19.96 x [09 Hz (given) down link frequency

=(2.99 x I0S)/(19.96 × 109 ) = 14.980 x 10"3 m

GT - 0.55 (_(3.3)/14.980 x I0-3) 2

= 263.43 x I03 (54.2 dB).

Therefore, EIRPan _ (7.9)(263.43 x I03)

2.081l x 10'" (63.2 dBW).
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The down link G/Ts:

GR = _(_d/A) 2, receive antenna gain

= 0.6 (given), receive antenna efficiency

d _ 4.7 m (given), receive antenna diameter

A = 14.980 x 10-3 m (from EIRPdn calculation)

Ca = 0.6 (_(4. 7)/14. 980 x i0-3) 2
= 582.94 x I03 (57 7 dB)

Receive antenna loss: Pointing loss _.5 dB.

Therefore, G = Ga Loss

= 57.7 - 0.5

= 57.2 dB (519.54 x I03)

Ts - TA/2 + T£ + TE, system temperature

T = 150 K (%iven), intenna temperature

= 1.6 dB (1.45), receive system losses

T/.,,- (i - I/_) x 290, equivalent loss temperature:

= (i - 1/1.45) x 290

8¢.4 K

Tr _ 235_.8 K (given), receiver equivalent noise temperature.

Therefore, T_ - 150/1.45 + 89.4 4 2354.8

- 2,547.6 K

Therefore, G/T s - 519.54 x I0_/2,547._

- 203.93 ,'23.1 dB/K).

The down link free space loss, i,_:

I,_, = (4_R/_) z !
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R - 37,851.6 km (given for Cleveland)

- 14.980 x 10 .3 m (from EIRPdn calculation)

Lfs - (4_(37,851.6 x 103)/14.98 x 10-3) z
- 1.0082 x 10 zl (210.O dB)

Down link miscellaneous loss, Lmsc:

Transmit loss - 2.6 dB

Antenna loss - 4.0 dB

Pointing loss - 0.5 dB

Atmospheric loss - 0.6 dB

l_s c - 7.7 dB

Since no "back-off" is used, the down link power budget is:

C/No - EIRPdn + G/Ts Lfs Lm._. + KdB

- 63.2 dBW + 23.1 dBK - 210.0 dB - 7.7 dB + 228.6 dBJ/K

- 97.2 dBW (5.248 x ]09).

The down link Eb/No:

Eb/No - C/No x Tb

Tb - I/Rb - 1/220 x 106 , transmit hit duration

Therefore, Eb/No - 5.248 x i0_/220 x IOs

- 23.86 (13.8 dg).

The overall system C/No:

Note: In the HBR mode there is no signal regeneration.

Assume no intermodulation distortion since the system is

operating in a TDMA mode.

Therefore.

_ -I + (C/No)an-1(C/No) T (C/No),,p
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°_ - 1/50.12X 109 + 1/5.248x lO9

- 210.5 x 10"12

C/NoT - 4.75 x 109 (96.8 dBW).

Therefore, the overall system Eb/No"

Eb/NoT - C/NoT x T b

- 4.75 x 109/220 x 109

- 21.59 (13.3 dB)
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